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Introduction

Harlow Augustus Gale and Samuel Chester Gale, Minneapolis musical
brothers of this essay, were born in Royalston, Massachusetts to Issac Gale,
the 2nd (Feb. 22, 1787-Jan. 22, 1838) and Tamar Goddard Gale (Feb. 10,
1795-Feb. 22, 1879), man and wife who were devoted to music. Samuel and
Harlow inherited from their mother and father what is casually known as the
"music gene," the ability to remember musical pitches, tunes, harmonies, and
rhythms-to use musical elements as freely as language elements. Tamar in
speaking of her early married life confessed:

My husband & myself were all absorbed III singing, not so much to
praise God as to gratify our natural love for Musick!

She had found schooling difficult but took naturally to her tuition in one of
the numerous singing schools of the area.

No commonly accepted explanation of these "musical families" is accepted
although the existence of such is well known in musical circles. The
continuance of an extraordinary talent persisting through several
generations might be due to musical training at an early age-such as that
provided today by the Suzuki method-or it might be due to a "double
dominant gene" (a dominant gene from each parents) as one researcher has
claimed.2

The standard work on the singing schools of the type that the husband and
wife attended is:

Alan Buechner, Yankee singing schools and the golden age of
choral music in New England, 1760-1800 (Boston: Boston
University for the Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife, c.
2003).

Concordia University of St. Paul has a major collection of this material- the
type known to Tamar- a collection stemming from the early collections of
Macalester College when it was only an academy.

Harlow Stearns Gale, and Robert Griggs Gale studied with famous men of
Germany, Harlow Stearns with Wilhelm Wundt, the founder of modern
experimental psychology and his associates; Robert Griggs with Hugo
Riemann, one of the most noted of musical theorists of the nineteenth
century. At the time, Riemann, still not formally recognized by a German
university, went beyond intense theoretical instruction and devoted much
time to educational methods for the young child.



Robert Griggs Gale had to give up serious musical criticism and
composition after his return to the United States because his eye affliction of
glaucoma would not allow concentrated reading and writing. Therefore, he
devoted himself to the out-of-doors with the Fish Hatcheries of Minnesota.

Harlow Stearns Gale, however, had a lasting influence upon music in the
Twin Cities. He organized a class in the psychology of music that went far
beyond the consideration of how sound was heard and instead showed how
music in its full complexity could be understood psychologically, the first
class on this topic in the whole world. This in turn influenced his close friend,
Donald N. Ferguson - the Ferguson family recounts how often their father
spoke of Gale -who between 1922 and 1924 developed a theory of the
elements of musical expression stemming from the James-Lange theory of
emotion.

For more about Harlow Stearns's work in psychology, see Tim Brady, "Sex
and the Psych Professor," www.alumni.umn.edu.

RTL 2008

1 "Journal and Life of Tamar Goddard Gale," typescript, as reworked by her son, Samuel,
and typed by her grandson, Harlow Stearns Gale, who have interpreted her wayward
spelling and usage (manuscript collections of the Minnesota Historical Society Research
Library). The files of the research library are rich in sources for Gale and Goddard family
histories.
2 Amran Scheinfeld, You and Heredity (New York: Frederick A. Stokes, 1939) has a
special section devoted to musical inheritance with this conclusion.
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Harlow Augustus Gale and Samuel Chester Gale in later life
Lilly B. Caswell, The History ofRoyalston, Massachusetts

(CoUl1esy of The Minnesota Historical Society)
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Gales of Music

A SINGING FAMILY, THE GALES OF MINNEAPOLIS

One year after Asa, John and Judson Hutchinson had "come from the mountains of the
Old Granite State" to Minnesota, another Yankee group of singers, the Gale family, settled
in the state. At their home back in Massachusetts, the ten Gale children had discovered "an
unusual gift of good voices, and their highest family bond, above the hard struggle for
material existence, was the evening hours of family singing."!

Only two brothers, Samuel and Harlow, a tenor and a bass, took up permanent
residence in what was to be Minneapolis. There they joined with members of the Cushman
family, Charles M. Cushman, a bookdealer, and Mrs. Cushman's brother, Joseph H.
Clark, a banker, to form a male quartet. This group of four was augmented from time to
time by Mrs. Cushman,2 the possessor of a glorious alto voice. The Gale-Cushman Quartet
never aspired to become a touring attraction like the Hutchinson family nor did they ever
sing for pay, but they maintained, in spite of their business interests and civic projects, an
extensive musical schedule within the city and its environs.

The two Gale brothers who immigrated to Minnesota came from a long-established
family of Worcester County, Massachusetts. The elder, Samuel Chester, was born 15
September 1827 and the younger, Harlow Augustus, 29 July 1832 to Isaac Gale of
Royalston and Tamar Goddard Gale, a couple who presided over the family of ten. 3

Father,Isaac, died in 1838 and the children had to be sent out into the world-Samuel
apprenticed to a tanner, and Harlow Augustus to live with his Vermont uncle, the Reverend
Samuel Goddard.

Samuel Chester Gale managed to annul his apprenticeship after 12 years of servitude and
enrolled at age 23 in Yale College where he earned his way. Part of his income came from
singing at the First Baptist Church of New Haven at one dollar per Sabbath. At the end of
four years, 1850-1854, Samuel graduated with honors and as one of the class orators. Like
all Yale students, he was obliged to follow a classical curriculum. Only in his senior year
did he begin to taste the joys of scientific and social thought, things of his own age, topics
he found "remarkably good substitutes for Latin and Greek."4 During his college days
Samuel began recording his activities and opinions, a reflective practice which matured into
frequent challenges to commonly-accepted thought. At the same time he began what was to
be a life-long habit of clitical reading. After graduation, he began reading law at Harvard
and taught school at Holden, Massachusetts.

Harlow Augustus Gale stayed with his uncle in Vermont until 1845 when he joined his
mother in a move to Millbury, Massachusetts. In that town, at age 16, he attended Millbury
Academy, a private school founded in the year of his birth. He lived with another uncle,
Nathaniel Goddard and Nathaniel's wife, Rhoda Gale Goddard. His uncle, a pillar of the
church, was a gifted musician.

[The Second Congregational Church] in its earliest days depended largely and
almost wholly for its church singing and leader of the music upon a young man by
the name of Nathaniel Goddard, who at that time possessed a good knowledge of
music and a voice of superior quality.s
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The congregation, noted for its musical traditions, early introduced musical instruments:
first the usual violoncello, later clarinet and violin. Shortly before Harlow arrived, the
transient instrumentalists failed the congregation and a leading member, thinking to remedy
the situation, purchased an organ and had it installed on a Saturday night to surprise the
congregation-not altogether pleasantly-on the Sabbath. 6 Millbury prided itself on its
cultural activities: an Anti-Slavery Society, a Female Benevolent Society, a Moral Reform
Society, among others. It possessed also a branch of the Carmina Templia Society, a group
of singers which included Jonathan Gale, Joseph Griggs, Benjamin Goddard, and
Nathanial Goddard. It is evident that Harlow between his family and the musicians of
Millbury had good mentors for his musical upbringing.

Harlow taught for a short time in the schools of the town'? Shortly before he left for
college in 1853, he was a member of the newly-formed Philodoxian Debating Club. In one
of the debates, he was appointed to uphold the negative on the question "Are the abilities of
the sexes equa17" In search of higher education, Harlow moved from Millbury to
Schenectady, New York, where he spent two years and three months at Union College, an
institution that was a pioneer in introducing science into its curriculum. He is listed in the
Class of 1856 and gave an oration, "The Mission of the Martyr" as one of the
commencement addresses although he seems not to have been awarded a degree.8

Like many young people then and now, Harlow had to gradually find his way in the
world. In 1853, he became agent at thirty dollars per month for a panorama of Pilgrim's
Progress. Later he became half-owner of the show. This did not promise any long-range
advancement and, in the summer of 1856, the two brothers discussed what Harlow could
do for the future. News was arriving in New England of opportunities in the West. The
Northhampton Hampshire Gazette reported in 1856 that St. Anthony and Minneapolis were
"delightfully situated ...with buildings of stone ... fine structures ... the Winslow House
heated by steam and splendidly furnished." Furthermore "the surroundings of Minneapolis
and St. Anthony are fine ... several of the little lakes are gems in their way, and the falls of
Minnehaha are world-wide in their celebrity." Still better, "the inhabitants of St. Anthony
and Minneapolis are largely of New England origin."9

The Gale brothers decided it would be best for Harlow to go west where he could
speculate in real estate and perhaps study law. Accordingly he left for Minnesota and
arrived by riverboat on the Mississippi. When Harlow came in August of 1856 to what was
to be Minneapolis,1O his initial enthusiasm was to acquire land and his motive was profit.
When Samuel joined him 11 May 1857, the brothers preempted 160 acres near Cedar City
in Meeker County. I I

Harlow, the "romantic" of the brothers, admired the territory's natural beauties and
wrote back to his bride-to-be in Connecticut:

You can hardly understand how much I am becoming attached to this beautiful
town. Every morning and evening I discover fresh attractions, and when I ride out
and approach the town-its rising roofs and towers, the charming openings around
it, and the green, fresh prairie reaching away to the south, level for miles as a floor,
checked up with cultivated fields, and the unbroken turf stretching away covered
with wild flowers of endless variety-and coming nearer town the exciting music
of a thousand plying hammers moves me as I was never moved before.I2
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His enthusiasm for the West never faltered. Fifteen years later he was still singing:

For "On to the West
With all that is best,"

Peals up from the earth to the sky. 13

* * *
Harlow and Samuel looked forward to continuing their tradition of family and church

singing, practices cultivated as eagerly in Minnesota as in New England. In the austere but
invigorating pioneer life, music was a favorite recreation, wholesome and uplifting.
Favorite songs-The Blue Juanita, Darling Nellie Gray, Tis the Last Rose of Summer,
Hannah's at the Window Binding Shoes-and hymns, From Every Stormy Wind that
Blows, I'm but a Stranger Here, On the Mountain Top Appearing-impressed themselves
indelibly upon the minds of young and old. Nearly a half a century after this era, Frank
O'Brien looked back nostalgically to that age of family song.

To the pioneer, he who helped to blaze the way through the forests of the great
Northwest, there is nothing that holds greater chann than these old-fashioned songs
and hymns, a few of which are destined to withstand the ravages of time, and
whose melodious notes will be heard, ages to come, above the major part of those
compositions that exist for a little while, sung by everybody, on the stage, in the
street and home-and then cease to be.14

He climbed to the attic tower and found "The Old Violin."

What were the tunes I used to play
That filled my soul with rapturous joy?

The "Devil's Dream," "Virginia Reel,"
The "Money Musk," and "Pat Malloy."

Nor were the means of learning to read music lacking in Minnesota. New Englanders in
the Minnesota Territory could find a familiar enterprise: the Singing School, a group of
students learning through the guidance of a "professor" who lived by his pupils fees. Such
a one was first established by Prof. Bennett shOltly before 1850. Within a few years B. E.
Messer, Chester Heath, William Perkins, Prof. Green, Nathan M. Prescott, and Roscoe
Putnam were active in the field.

These schools attracted young people for two purposes: the "arduous labor. ..with do,
mi, sol, and sol, mi, do" and the "jolly good times." Part of the charm of the schools lay in
the possibility of "escorting home the fair one of our choice" and in finding beyond the
quavers of music [eighth notes], the quavers "of the heart."15 Beyond the simple reading of
notes and the social charms, the musical sound itself brought noble ideals engendered by
what was known as the divine art..

Under the spell of its gentle and refining influence, we pioneers of the '50s and the
'60s, forgot our worldly thoughts, while even our greed for gain, gave place to
higher and nobler aspirations.

From these schools sprang a musically-trained populace. Singing School Master
Prescott, known as a man, "zealous in good works, material and spiritual, .. .laid the
foundations" for the "grand superstructure of song." The pupils of W. L. Perkins at
Winslow House formed the nucleus "of the church choirs of that period and of succeeding
years." At least one student went out into the wider world:. Edward Morris Bowman, a
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founder of the American Guild of Organists, President of Music Teachers National
Association, and the first American to become an Associate in the Royal College of
Organists, received his first instruction from Perkins. 16

* * *
Among the singing masters, B. E. Messer, a capable violinist, became particularly active

in community events: a benefit for the furnishing of the Congregational Church, two public
festivals for his child singers, a glee club, and a musical convention at the Universalist
Church.17 Upon the arrival of the Hutchinson family, Asa, John and Judson, in November
of 1855, Messer joined their group and accompanied them through the "big woods" west
of Minneapolis out to Glencoe. The group "slept at Doty's Hotel, a one-story log shanty,
and the next day pushed on to an even harder journey to reach the Hassan River.1 8 There
Messer led them in singing "the old hymn, Thus Far the Lord Hath Led Us On." The next
day, they staked their claim to four quarter sections and prepared the way for the town of
Hutchinson which they envisioned as an ideal harmonic settlement with women suffrage,
prohibition of liquor, and freedom from slavery. Money was needed for the grand venture
and so the Hutchinsons embarked on a singing tour to raise funds.

Messer built a primitive tavern-hotel to accommodate the expected settlers for the
glorious new town. It was there that Harlow and Samuel Gale met the Hutchinsons in May
of 1857. Harlow wrote back to his sweetheart, "We drove up to the log hotel of
Hutchinson, a town founded by the Hutchinson singers a year ago. Judson and Asa were
there and we all had some fine singing."

The Gales, following the land acquisition example of the professional Hutchinson
singers, selected their "claims surrounding and lying between two beautiful lakes, the
largest of which with an island in it, we modestly named Gale's Lake.,,19 By fall, back in
town, they organized a musical convention20 and their quartet21 started providing the music
for the Plymouth Congregational Church. Two of their concerts paid for a pulpit and
musical space in the infant church. The area for music they termed the "orchestra" and
made it just big enough for "an instrument and quartet" since they did not envision a choir
in our sense of the word but simply their own four voices.

The Plymouth Quartet, one of the most popular institutions of pioneer life. sang for
"funerals, weddings, dedications, Fourth of July celebrations and public entertainment."

On Sundays it was a church choir, and all the rest of the week a glee club. It was
seldom that they were not out somewhere at least three or four times a week, and
sometimes every evening. From long practice together their voices came to
harmonize perfectly... they sang all grades of church music, including oratorio
choruses, and glees without number. Outside of the church they never used any
song books. Like the college glee club, they learned music and words by heart,
and were therefore ready on all occasions.22
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The Old Plymouth Church Choir
Samuel C. Gale, Deacon C. M. Cushman, Mrs. Cushman, J. H. Clark & Harlow A. Gale

(Courtesy The Minnesota Historical Society)

We possess precious few records of these informal occasions because their book of songs
has not yet been located (as of April 1997), but one instance gives us a bit of information
on their early repertory. The qUal1et was invited to serenade the banker, Mendenhall and his
bride.23 They sang Hail to the Queen, The Mariner Loves o'er the Waters to Roam,24 and
Stars of the Summer Night.2S-"all hands invited in,-a fine table of refreshments.
Mendenhall introduced his wife and the affair passed off very pleasantly."

As their popularity grew, so grew the need for an organized and varied repertory upon
which they could draw..

We gathered in this town and St. Paul twenty of the best singing books in use both
old and new, and from these selected the best tunes and rebound these leaves so as
to make four books complete and alike, containing also blanks for future copying.
Thomas hale Williams, for many years the librarian of our city library and himself a
good musician, inserted indexes and other pen work. We used these home made
singing books ever afterward.26
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They "rarely attempted difficult music, but preferred the tunes that sing themselves." A
good example is the Woodbury setting of "Stars of the Summer Night" mentioned above.

Stars of the Summer Night
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.3 \Vind of the summe;- night, 4- Dreams of the summer night,
Where yonder wc,)dbine creeps, Tell her, hG lover kt~eps

Fold, fold thy pinioI.o light; Watch, \yhile, in slumber light,
She sleeps, m:' Ja:7 sleeps. She sleeps, ;:w lady sleeps.

The attractive melody in the first tenor part has two short introductory phrases answered by
a longer one with a drawn-out musical interpretation of "she sleeps, my lady sleeps." After
a pause and to the same text come two short phrases dropping in pitch just as if the lady
dropped off to sleep. This drooping figure, also evident in "azure deeps" is contrasted with
an expansive rise to a high note leading to "hide your golden light" which itself closes with
an expressive descent. The harmony consists of the three basic chords with only one
chromatic change. A little gem like this caused Samuel to say, "We tried to make a
sympathetic melody that comes from voices after singing together."27

Another instance gives us a glimpse of the power of their music. They had been invited
in their capacity as Glee Club to the home of Joseph Piddington, the cellist of an
instrumental quintette.28 Upon arrival it appeared that Piddington found himself "very
much indisposed" and asked that the musical program be postponed. A guest however
asked the Glee Club for one number. At its conclusion, it was agreed that "never since its
organization had the Glee Club done more effective and spirited work." Piddington forgot
his troubles and the evening proceeded.

After the music, the story telling began. One would be hard pressed to say whether
music or story telling filled more of the leisure hours in pioneer days. Harlow Gale of the
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Glee Club had a reputation as a raconteur. On this evening, however, Claus Widstrand,
young Swede and new anival, regaled the company with "anecdotes and witty sayings and
kept the little company convulsed with laughter until about eleven P.M." At this point,
Piddington himself, forgetting his illness, suggested "more music" and the assemblage
continued on until two 0 'clock in the morning 129

The days hastened on for the Glee Club, weeks and months lightened by melomania30

so much so that Harlow, at least, spent much of his time in music, stories, and good
fellowship to the detriment of his business interests. Their New Year's Song with its cmpe
diem subject became Harlow's motto.

Talk not to me of future bliss;
Talk not to me of joys gone by,

For us the happiest time is this
When love bids time to flY.31

This attitude was not shared by one member of the Glee Club-Choir. The early years in
Minnesota seemed fraught with peril for Samuel Gale, the seIious brother, and he remained
worried for an extended period of time until in the 1860s their business ventures became
secure. Harlow, undeten-ed by practical considerations, plunged more fully into music and,
Sh0111y, into matrimony, a step his older brother delayed until he felt completely convinced
of the future. In May of 1859, Harlow affirmed his love but also the cultured gentleman's
devotion to the divine art.

All the enjoyments that go to make up real true happiness are doubled by marriage.
I do feel and believe that no source of pleasure before marIiage should be checked
or dried up by it; and certainly in so blessed, so divine, so christianizing an
accomplishment as music. If we enjoy it now, how should we enjoy it when we
have realized the highest hope we have on earth? Tonight our quartet meets.32

Elizabeth C. Griggs, the recipient, might well have been warned about the direction of her
manied life. The two were joined 13 June 1859 in Bristol, Connecticut at the church of
Elizabeth's father, Leverett Griggs, D.O.

* * *
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Harlow Augustus Gale and his wife, Elizabeth Cellinda Griggs Gale
(Courtesy of Mrs. Susan G. Starwalt, daughter of Robert Griggs Gale)
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The Plymouth Quartet-Glee Club remained Harlow's consuming interest though not that
of his brother. As early as 1859, the practical Samuel wrote in his journal that he intended
"to gradually withdraw from this singing business: it don't pay!"33 He did, however,
continue up until his fiftieth birthday (1877) at which time he and the others decided that the
palmy days of the quartet should be quietly ended.

Yet while Uncle Samuel held on to reminiscences of this good New England
custom by "To All Our Loved Circle a Greeting" and a few such songs and hymns
through his whole sixty years in Minneapolis, my father would only very
occasionally start his favorite good old hymn, Dennis, "How Gentle God's
Commands, How Kind His Precepts Are."34

"To All Our Loved Circle" became, so-to-speak, the theme song of this singing clan, a
piece for all occasions, even to relieve the homesickness of Isabel, daughter of Harlow
Augustus, as she made her way through Europe in 1888-1889.35

As notated from the singing of the Frederick Gale Tryon family in 1942.
The family had a printed harmonized version (not located).

Courtesy Mrs. Roz Jacob

To all our loved circle a greeting,
As joyful and true we unite,
While here in our harmony meeting,
The roses of life shall bloom bright.

Yet springeth the rosebush, oh, never
Without the rude thorn on its brow,
The summer breeze blows not forever,
For soon will the winter wind blow.

Yet friendship shall drive away sadness,
And love fill our hearts with joy,
While singing together in gladness,
Our happiness none shall destroy.
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We may judge their repertory by the compositions (Appendix A) of Alfred M. Shuey,
organist of Plymouth Church.36 He, like so many of the composers of the day, loved to
spice his harmony with "chromatic" tones, that is, "colored" tones not belonging to the
tonality of the piece and which changed the timbre of the musical fabric. These would be
most familiar today to listeners of barbershop harmony. Shuey's harmonic practice was not
quite so bald as that, but he frequently used these chromatic tones for decoration rather than
for the expression of the text. Thus in his setting of "Lead Kindly Light"
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The Opening of Shuey's "Lead Kindly Light" as published in Molineux's Choir Folio
(Courtesy Music Department, Minneapolis Public Library)
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the word "kindly" is marked by a passing diminished-seventh, a chord which has a
mysterious, not kindly, quality, and a similar effect marked "gloom" more appropriately.
The active words "lead Thou me on" is set to quite static harmony. The soprano voice sings
on one note "the night is dark" and while that note is held, the other voices chime in with
"and I am far from home," a typical vocal effect of a glee. All through the setting are
fermatas, sustained notes with pauses, that break up any long line-such as "I do not ask
to see - e - e -e," break, "the distant sce - e - e - ene," break. Each of these by itself might
be inoffensive but when overused they focus the listener's attention on smiace "effects,"
tricks rather than profound "expression."

The proper character of church music has always been and still remains a matter of
dispute. At this early moment, musicians and listeners tolerated some things that would be
found tasteless today. Some years after leaving Plymouth Church, Shuey took music from
Mozart's opera, The Magic Flute, and arranged it into a Festival Te DeumY He began with
the "Masonic" adagio of Mozart's overture. Then he plunged on to the finale in praise of
Isis and Osiris using the words "We praise Thee, 0 God." The March of the Priests
opening the Second Act served for "Holy, Holy, Holy." The duet of Pamina and Papageno
"With humans who feel the power of love," served for "The noble army of martyrs praise
Thee, the holy church throughout all the world doth acknowledge Thee." Later the bass
aria, "Within these holy halls" becomes "0 Lord save Thy people and bless Thine
heritage." Even if we acknowledge the genuine majesty of Mozart's opera, it is almost
impossible to justify bon'owing these operatic and Masonic ideas in order to turn them to
church use-a usage that probably was the equivalent of entertaining the congregation with
well-known tunes, tunes thought to be of a "higher order" in the parlance of the day.
borrowed tunes of the masters.

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, church quartets (or quartettes) similar to the
Old Plymouth Choir were the norm rather than the exception in the Twin Cities. They often
gave concerts as well. Even in denominations where we would expect a true choir, the
quartet filled many church functions. At the Cathedral of St. Paul in the 1890s, John F.
Gehan, bass, led his group of Mrs. Harris, soprano, Miss Pottgieser, alto, and Mr.
McCoffrey, tenor38 though sometimes that congregation had a "well-trained choir of mixed
voices which, on special occasions, was accompanied by the George Seibert orchestra."39

Churches competed for outstanding voices. If the choir director spotted a fine voice in
the congregation, he would rush down after services to enlist him or her in the musical
efforts of the church. Colonel Charles W. Johnson did so on the first Sunday in January of
1883 when he heard Charles Forbes, basso profundo, in the pews. 40 At other times, a
promising singer was even enticed away from the theatrical circuit to enter-or should we
say entertain-in church work. Appendix B contains details of two singers whose voices
were prized. So important were these solo singers that as late as 1905, The Minneapolis
Sunday Times ran a series of photos of each of the principal quartets of the city churches.
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".-.,.' .....•. , -. - ' .

CHURGH·.·.··QFIRERlEDEEMER. ·HAS·
A QUAR.TET(OF GIFTED SINGERS,

Emil Oberhoffor, Organist and Director. J. Austin Williams, Tonor.

Miss Inez Marston, Contralto. Mrs. Maud Ulmer Jones, Soprano.
Hal J. Stevens, Bass.

Quartet of the Church of the Redeemer
The Minneapolis Sunday Times, 26 February 1905

Oberhoffer was founder and director of the Minneapolis Symphony at this time
Mrs. Maud Ulmer Jones sang at several World's Fairs 011 programs of Gertrude Sans Souci
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After the breakup of the Old Plymouth Quartet-Choir in 1877, Harlow Augustus
plunged into remaking the musical life of the city. His first venture in this speculatin' life
was the "dime concerts," a musical series to grace pioneer Saturday nights. He had
acquired exclusive franchise on the City Market. With this in mind, he had with his usual
"big ideas and spasms of executive energy"concocted the concert idea in 1876 So impatient
was he that, even before the hall was finished, he began the series. and carried them
through the seasons of 1877-1878. The repertory, similar to that of the first concert listed
below, consisted of orchestra or band music with interspersed solos.

Saturday Night, May 12

1. Sweet Memories
Union Brass Band

Keller41

2. Overture-Lustspiel Keller-Bela

Abt

Keller

Barker

Selected

Strauss

Parlow

SUPpe42

Weinberg Orchestra

3. Nightingale Polka-Solo for Piccolo
Frank Korisek

4. The White Squall-Tenor Solo
Prof. C. W. G. Hyde

5. Overture-"Pique Dame"
Weinberg Orchestra

6. Council Bluffs Polka-Cornet Solo
J. H. Gooch

7. Wanderer's Return-Male QUaI1ette
Messrs. Hyde, Spaulding, Wright, and Childs

8. Thousand and One Night Waltzes
Weinberg Orchestra

9. "Alpenlieder"-Violin Solo with Quintette Accompaniment Weinberg
i Prof. Emil Weinberg

l
~o. Tenor Solo

Prof. S. H. Rhys

I_I.. Esmeralda Quickstep
Union Brass Band

---

Harlow's son described the scene:
Along with a band playing popular music in the center of the hall, he engaged the
best men and women vocal soloists in town, including so high class an organization
as the Ladies Quartet of Plymouth Church, and such travelling troupes as one of
negro singers, while the crowd of men, women, and children circles round and
round the hall in happy social converse and with eyes and ears alternating toward
the music and musicians. In the watermelon season several wagon loads were
provided cheaply to be given as an added attraction to each promenader and the
mountains of rinds to be cleared up the next day were a grotesque measure of the
large popularity of these people's concerts.44

The "concens" were not limited to music but frequently included some guest artists such
as Fabra, "the most accomplished Illusionist in this country, on his way to Manitoba, gives
only this one entertainment," or a tournament of elocutionists featuring Miss Jessy
Couthour and Miss Fanny Hollister of Chicago and Miss Helen Mar White of Winona or
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perhaps Miss Eva Williams, Reader of Minneapolis, who presented a humorous selection,
''The Knight and the Lady."45 Along the way Harlow presented Harry Shannon, the 8 year
old boy orator, and at a 1/4 Night [that is: entry for a quarter instead of a dime], Robert 1.
Burdette, the Humorist of the "Burlington Hawkeye" who presented his lecture on "The
Rise and Fall of the Moustache."

Still the emphasis was on music and the newspaper explained shortly after the series
began that:

We hear so much surprise and delight expressed by every one at the extraordinary
success of the dime concerts, and so many who wonder that some one had not
thought of the thing before, that we can but state that Brother Gale can hardly get a
patent on them, either in this country or in Europe, for add tables for refreshments
and you have the same thing all over the continent-the best instrumental and the
best vocal talent in Europe contributing to the thousands who attend them nightly;
and in the country for two years past Filmore, in New York, and Thomas's
orchestra, first in a pavilion at Central Park and afterwards in Brooklyn. Each of
these famous directors furnishing the orchestral and band music for the promenade
feature and each night some vocal numbers by singers whose names are known
around the world. True, they charge 25 or 50 cents but the promenade and social
idea is the same, and, as we expected, Mr. Gale has so conducted these popular
musical sociables here, leading us along and upward by the excellent order, the
constantly increasing attendance, the faultless quality of the audience, the civilizing,
harmonizing effects upon the great, moving, talking, smiling crowds that throng
weekly into Market Hall till our lady resident singers have kindly consented to grace
and brighten the programme-46

The venture inspired similar "dime" expeliments in New York City and Boston.47 As the
concel1 selies drew to a close, under financial pressures and the lack of space in the hall48

Gale did charge 25 cents for these entertainments. At the same time, the Minneapolis
Orchestral Union was attempting something more profound though they had to be content
with short orchestral selections and a large number of selections by soloists or by small
groups.49

Gale, never content unless he was promoting something, next sponsored a series of
events in 1879. He took advantage of the presence in the city of William H. Leib, tenor and
teacher of vocal culture in St. Paul and Minneapolis,50 and formed the Gale-Leib Opera
Comique51 Company which presented H. M. S. Pinafore at the Pence Opera House in St.
Paul, 18, 19, and 26 April 1879 and some 15 other performances in other towns in the
state. The rehearsals, conducted in Gale's big new house, following the "killing" he had
made in selling off a parcel of land in a single day, amused his children greatly and led to
the Gale sailboat being christened Phyllis (after the character in Iolanthe). His next big
production was the "brilliant sacred opera, Queen Esther52 in full Median, Persian and
Jewish Costume, Grand Chorus and Semi-Choruses of One Hundred Voices!" at the Opera
House, 15, 16, and 17 May 1879 with Leib singing the role of Mordecai.

Gale, as much an aesthetic Christian as a practicing one, continued to run the music for
Plymouth Church. He was successful in securing good singers and organists and
mediating the inevitable disputes that arose among them and between them and the pastor.
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His last church music experiment was a ladies vocal quartet, in which Mrs. Deacon
Cushman and the new wife of Jo Clark kept alive the memories of the original
Plymouth Quartet. This rare combination of voices and very unusual women and
unusually high class music made a remarkable epoch in the musical history of our
town; but like many other such advanced forms of art, it was too good to last. The
inertia and more conservative habit did not have patience and liberality enough to
get used to such better music. One form of reasoning by a huge and dogmatic
member of his music committee was thus told to father: "Those women sing well. I
never heard four women sing better; but I tell you, Gale, they lack the virile
element.53

As the years went on, Gale lost interest in the church because he found his energies
completely exhausted in trying to make ends meet. Never given to reflection and long-range
planning, he found himself isolated. Harlow had started with his brother, Samuel, an
insurance and real estate business and served as County Auditor 1859-1865. In 1872, he
had found sudden financial success.

He platted as Gale's First Addition eight double blocks of land in a good residence
region between 24th and 25th streets and between 12th Avenue South and
Bloomington Avenue, held the first land auction in the town, created quite a jovial
stampede among his many friends, sold out the whole tract in one day and made
some $10,000 without having put up any money. This lucky strike stimulated him
in a few months similarly to get hold of a cornfield way up in the northwestern
corner of the town across Bassett's Creek and plat 38 blocks in October 1872 as
Gale's Second Addition. This was not sold at auction, but mostly to Scandinavian
working men for their homes. To make the comparatively remote situation seem
nearer, father used his fast black and white pacers to rush prospective buyers out in
our "jump-seat" buggy to the cornfield. With their breath fairly taken away by this
daIing speed, the illusion of distance worked magically. How many jokes he got
off on himself about this scheme! He donated several lots to Scandinavian
churches to be built there and was very free and easy about terms and payments
with his buyers.54

He financed Gale's Second Addition in a similar fashion. Instead of consolidating these
gains, Harlow had immediately assumed debt.\) and m011gages in order to build an imposing
house with ten bedrooms, two huge parlors and a small library as well as a barn for horses
and carriages. Within a short time, his wife had to take in roomers and boarders in order to
keep the household going.55 Eventually, they lost the big house and moved to a smaller
establishment on Nicollet Island still with roomers and boarders. Nothing dampened Gale's
Micawber-like optimism-even as he borrowed money for groceries-and his grand plan
for the City Market seemed to him to be the solution to his woes. This might have been had
he paid attention to detail and not been so heavily in debt. Gradually he was eased out of
the enterprise. The only thing that remained from the halcyon days was an island in Lake
Minnetonka, Gale's Island, near Big Island. Harlow had acquired this in 1862 at the cost
of $1.25 and built on it an octagonal house painted red, "Brightwood," which became the
summer home for the family and friends.

Harlow Augustus and Elizabeth Griggs Gale had four children, Harlow Stearns Gale,
Isabel Gale [Tryon], Robel1 Griggs Gale and William Goddard Gale, all active in music. 56

Elizabeth, wife and mother, had been told by her grandfather on his deathbed, "They tell
me you are good to work" and surely she had her share. She attended church faithfully
including the weekly prayer meetings, a time for ret1ection which she could share with her
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son, Harlow Stearns. She also cultivated literature and, about the age of forty, helped
organize a history class, later to become a literary society, The Peripatetics, under Miss
Cruckshank of the high school. For thirty years Elizabeth was a devoted member and at
one time served as the group's president. The literary society served at that time as a social
force for uplift, for "continuing education" if we were to use today's term. Undoubtedly it
made an impression upon her son, Harlow Stearns, who later maintained a wide cultural
exchange in the warm fliendships of the Minneapolis Art League plus several other groups
and whose career we shall now follow as he moved away from the vernacular
entertainment values of his father into the "higher" reaches of what he called "culture
music."

18



Harlow Stearns Gale's Yale Photo
(Courtesy The Evergreen Club)
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Chapter 2

FROM GLEE CLUBS TO CULTURE-MUSIC

Elizabeth's eldest son, Harlow Steams Gale, started inauspicuously in music. He only
liked drums and altogether refused to join in the family singing-an activity which he
regarded "as a weakness in which girls might indulge, but which was unworthy of men."l
In high school he awakened to the social joys to be found in the school chorus. Gradually
he joined in the hymns which his family sang on Sunday afternoons, in church and at
revival meetings. Gospel songs such as "Where is my Wandering Boy To-night?"
remained but a short time in his heart but family hymns such as "How Gentle God's
Commands"2 were beloved through the years of his active religious life, that is, till a year
after college.

His brothers, Robert and William, introduced the banjo and guitar into the home as well.
They had learned them in school, again partly for their social value. Plucked instruments
were all the rage in high schools and colleges. One could savor the music and the joys of
performance while serenading the latest favorite. Music dealers, cashing in on the fashion,
advertised them widely with special empha.';;is on their place as part of school life.

No Home is Really Complete
Without a new 1897 Model

GUITARS-:--------_-..----.:.-BANJ 0 S

-----------,:--~~MANDOLINS==-====;======

We are selling the "UNIVERSITY" $77 Guitar for $70.
IT 18 A BEA UTY

h JFhy!-do you play!"
u'Only 'when 1 can

(let a n'"mlhburn."

S'TETSON

Don't purchase a Guitar, Mandolin or Banjo before examining the

Celebrated

Ask for the Twenty.tn'o Fret Stetson used by FARLAND, the

greatest living: soloist, in playing the most difficult violin solos.

SYNDICATE BLOCK

Wasbbu'ro GUi~r, Ma?dOIin,
Banjo or Zither.. . -

Prices have been scaled aC)\Vn as a result of the
\Vashburn's enormous, popularity so that now you can
buy a genuine \Vashburn of the ver}-latest design

From $'5.00 Upward.
The new 'Va'ihburn ~J-andoHnis a radical departure

from furmer styles. ]t is the neatest, daintiest and
lightest :Mandolin i:-naginable, and Jts tone approaches
very near to that of a fine old Cremona Violin. \Yash·
burns are sold at fixed and uniform prices by an tirst-
class music dealers everywhere. , "

\Vashbnms are the acknowledged standard of the
world. They are used exclusively by the leading
Artists, Teachers and Glee Clubs. Our new "·ash~
burn catalogue containing portraits of ov~r100 Artists
and full information, prices, endorsements, etc., will be
sent free on receipt of application. ]f your local dealer
cannot supply you we will ~end 'Vashbums C.. O. D.
with privilege of.-examination, direct from the factory.

A Washburn improves· with age and makes a
Gift that increases in value as the years go by.
It is really worth many times its cost.

J.,YON « HEALY,
COR. WABA~ AVE. &. ADAMS ST•• CHICAGO.

BRO.&V\'. ]. DYER

-,--

Advertisements from The Minnesota Magazine
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Banjo and guitar served the ever-popular courting rituals-often scenes of serenading.

Mandolin ~ '!

Club ~~ ~~ ,,'-{;

i1andolin and Guitar Club.

Vignette from the Minnesota Yearbook, The Gopher, for 1897
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As they moved up from high school, Harlow's brothers, Robert and William, joined the
University of Minnesota Banjo-Guitar Clubs. Robert became especially proficient and even
directed the group.

The University of Minnesota Banjo-Guitar Club of 1892
From The Gopher, Vol. 5 (1892)

Robert Gale as director is seated fourth from the left with his banjo learning on his knee.
William Gale is the guitarist just to his right

The repertory of these university groups was not remarkably different from that of the
potpourri programs of the dime concerts: arrangements of well-known melodies such as
Waldteufel's Skaters Waltz, medleys from lighter works such as the operettas of Gilbert
and Sullivan, college songs and certain "characteristic" pieces. Robert, we judge by later
comments, also knew ragtime numbers which he picked up from minstrel shows on
showboats.3
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While Harlow Stearn's brothers were bringing this "school spirit" into the home, his
sister, Isabelle, in contrast, studied more cultivated music such as that found in piano
lessons from Miss Barton, vocal lessons with Miss May, and, eventually even voice
lessons in Paris during the 1888-1889 season with Mme. Kaufman. This was in keeping
with the general conviction that women should have an "accomplishment."4 Still, Isabelle,
in the free atmosphere of the Gale home, participated fully in the family sings and enjoyed
the music of her brothers. Her scrapbook reveals an eclectic taste and her letters from
Europe indicate a young lady, who while concerned about what was "proper," was
occasionally daring.

It was not, however, the music of his sister but the music of good fellowship of his
brothers that became for Harlow his "ideal of vocal music." For him the singers of a glee
club seemed "a higher species of human beings"5 and he was crushed, upon entering Yale,
when he did not qualify for the Freshman Glee Club. Still he was gradually venturing
further into another repertoire: the operatic ventures of his father and the Gilbert and
Sullivan shows of the Gale-Leib Company.

One of my earliest memories is riding one evening in Mattison's dimly candle
lighted omnibus filled with the imposing personages of "Queen Esther" whom Mrs.
Deacon Cushman represented with her majestic figure, regal robes, long and
flowing black hair, and her glorious voice. What a revelation it was to a small boy
to wander behind the mystic scenery of the Pence Opera House amid these semi
sacred personages and see father as "Mordecai" running the whole scenic, dramatic
and musical forces.6

Various professional companies were touring the Twin Cities and young Harlow "would
save money for months beforehand to buy two seats-it was not nearly so good music
when heard alone-for these great yearly events of three to six performances of Grand
Opera." One of the favorite troupes, the Ideal Opera Company of Boston, presented works
that were hardly of the caliber of Meyerbeer or Halevy but the word "grand" attached to
them was good for the box office. Such pseudo grand operas as Auber's Fra Diavolo and
Suppe's Fatinitza soon became the favorites of the town.

000

To expand his musical horizons, Harlow had to get away from his father and from the
well-trodden music of his home town which had not yet achieved the richness it would
develop within a decade. At Yale College, Harlow got curious about true grand opera.
After seeing two of Meyerbeer' s works at the Academy of Music during his first freshman
vacation in New York, he entered a new world.

The tremendous scale on which these melodramatic, spectacular and fashionable as
well as musical events were given quite stunned me as a freshman from the western
prairies.

Still later in Boston, he heard a variety of operas including a Mignon with Christina
Nilsson, the Swedish soprano who was to make a triumphant visit to Minneapolis in June
of 1884.7 On one of his visits to New York City, Harlow heard Wagner's Die Walkiire
which stunned him by its length and its mysterious riddles in which he could recognize
something of "tremendous seriousness and power" even if he could not grasp the work
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complete. Symphonic and recital music occupied him much less but at the end of his four
years of college, Gale returned to Minneapolis "with a slight taste and some respect at least
for the best music." This "best" went beyond the glees, hymns and banjo tunes of his
youth.

At the point of his return to his native state, a serious accident caused him to rethink his
life. Casting lead for a boat ballast, he "got his eyes soldered together with molten lead."
Fortunately he was not blinded but during the time of darkness and slow recovery, he took
stock and asked, "What have I to live with in case I am cut off from intercourse with the
world?" The answer: Music ... and the Cello!

How vividly I can still feel the delight which thrilled me as I picked out Sweet and
Low only a few hours after getting my beloved cello! Then I played away at folk
songs, and after a few lessons on the instrument to get started right-and yet I
realize now that even fewer professional lessons would have been enough to let me
go right into music itself.

People thought it strange that a college graduate should suddenly begin "to fiddle."
Defying convention, he forged a fierce individualism of thought and action that he would
sustain up to the end of his life. Gale made other decisions about his intellectual life. His
musical immersion would be more than dalliance. In further aspects of his plan, for the
next two years he combined business courses and commercial practice. Music however had
to be an integral p311 of his life. During study periods, he kept a half-hour every day for the
companionship of the cello, the easier movements of the Beethoven and Mendelssohn
sonatas. In this way he laid the foundation of his total devotion to music, a sort of
melomania that would never desert him and which worked to the benefit of the community.

In 1887, Gale, still groping for certitude in religious and philosophical beliefs, returned
to Yale for further work in philosophy and anthropology. Once again he allotted major
portions of his time to music. His cousin, Edward Chenery Gale, introduced him to the
Schumann piano concerto and then to the string quar1et literature as played every Thursday
evening by a medical student, Tom B., a "white haired piano teacher, a cross-eyed piano
tuner, and a sturdy old British double bass veteran, whose stiffened fingers and awkward
handling of the cello did not prevent him from reading anything at sight and making it
sound most musical."8

In such ideal surroundings for true music I regularly joined the half to two dozen
friends who listened silently on these quartet evenings in the corner of the large
music room and who thus learned to live with the ennobling emotions of these great
masters and gather our best intellectual life about them.9

Soon Harlow organized his own quartet in the dormitories and after tasting the delights of
the simple things they could play, he and his cousin organized for North Sheffield Hall two
series of University Chamber Music concer1s by the Dannreuther Quartet of New York and
the Kneisel Quartet of Boston, a chambel' music series that became a tradition of college life
at Yale.

Under the influence of chamber music and after renewed trips to New York City to hear
the entire Ring Cycle twice, Gale soon gave up the "sentimental or hilarious rhythms and
tunes of quavering mandolins, negro minstrel banjos, Spanish guitars, and lusty American
college glee club" 10 in favor of "culture-music," 11 the "deepest and most precious recesses
of a cultured heart."12 Then, in further pursuit of grounding according to his self-
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development plans, Gale attended Cambridge University in order to study ethics and logic
privately with Henry Sidgwick in the academic year of 1889-1890. His brother, Robert
Griggs Gale, had joined him for his last year in New Haven and now accompanied him to
England where he gave some concerts [banjo?] according to family accounts. 13

In Cambridge, Harlow heard chamber music and the four yearly concerts of the
University Musical Society led by Professor Charles Villiers Stanford 14 prefaced by
Stanford's "enthusiastic and helpful preparatory lectures." In London, he heard the
Joachim Quartet from Berlin.

Such quartets and chamber music works had already become far more to me than
the oppressive massing of choms, soloists, orchestra and organ in the oratorios; so
that the thousand or more performers in Albert Hall rendition of Israel in Egypt
rather bored or amused that edified me. IS

Beyond the university and professional concerts, Gale continued to find enthusiastic
amateurs who cultivated music in the same manner he had done in his own home and in his
quarters at Yale.

Another musical discovery was the sight of a special musical outfit in the college
rooms of an English don. For opposite that wonderfully beautiful King's College
Chapel at Cambridge, opening off from the huge library of that picturesque "John
Bull" character, Oscar Browning, was his grand piano and library of music. 16

So stricken was Gale with chamber music that he found it impossible to imagine that
everyone else did not share his enthusiasm; his zeal overran any thought of tact or
sympathy.

Gale's ardor for music was matched by his determination to understand where and how
in religion, ethics, philosophy or science he might find a guiding principle to his life. This
investigation had proceeded in parallel with his musical development. At age 14, he had
joined the church of his parents, Plymouth Congregational Church, and within a short time
devoted Sundays to five different services, Thursday evenings to prayer meetings. His zeal
continued straight through his college years in which he again devoted a part of his
weekday time to campus prayer meetings and YMCA work, his Sundays to church and
Sunday School teaching. He even became superintendent of a "colored" Mission School. It
was generally assumed that he would retum to Yale and attend the Divinity School.

In the leisure of his first post-graduate year in Minnesota, he continued his Sunday
School and Mission work but, hearing of a University of Minnesota professor who had
been dismissed for using Herbert Spencer's Sociology, he bought the book. He then
gradually worked his way through that book, Spencer's other major works and finally
studies by authors with challenging ideas.

From such books I gradually came to question the theological ideas of my religion,
then to doubt them, and finally to consider them as outside the bounds of proof and
so metaphysical, and practically to see that our ethics had but little connection with
them and could indeed get along very well without them. 17

He confided his doubts to his pastor who responded with unheard of liberality and with the
advice that the only essential was that he acknowledge the divinity of Christ. 18 Even that
tenet had become "figurative and poetical" for Gale-pa1ticularly after studying Plato and
Emerson. So when he retumed to Yale in 1887, he spent two years trying to satisfy his
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"desire to know" through philosophy. As his agnosticism grew stronger and his disgust
with theism more pronounced, he yearned for more help than that which his classmates or
his professor of anthropology could give. Out of this intense struggle, Gale turned to a
self-directed course of discovery which eventually led him to England and finally to
Germany in order to "find the real basis of ethics and the real process of reasoning" so that
he might replace his Christian ethics with examples and inspiration from other sources. 19

000

His study in Cambridge left him still dissatisfied; consequently, he decided in 1890 to
settle in Germany in order to study psychology, a subject just emerging as scientific
rather than philosophical-under the influence of Wilhelm Wundt, the founder of modern
experimental psychology. To this point, Gale had scorned the prepared courses offered in
the institutions he attended and now, with that fierce independence which had guided him
since his accident with molten lead, he designed his own program to be pursued in Berlin
and Leipzig:

Three and a half years' association with Wundt's Institute for Experimental
Psychology in Leipzig, one semester's contact with Herman Ebbinghaus, a year's
attendance at the clinics for nervous diseases with Paul Flechsig and H. Teuscher,
and a half year's association with W. His, W. Spateholtz, and H. Held at their
Anatomical Institute in Leipzig.20

At the same time, he found himself in the "land of music" where in retrospect he was
convinced that he got more in one year from the "king of kings, Beethoven" than from six
years at Yale.

To have heard the Ninth Symphony five times, the Missa Solemnis twice, to have
heard all the other eight symphonies, Fidelio, a half dozen of the immortal string
quartets and piano sonatas, and even seldom heard works like the Triple Concerto
and the Trio for two Oboes and English Horn, to have played in all the piano trios
and violoncello sonatas, to have come to know all these also through the scores as a
part of my library and with some of the scores always lying open at hand as a
change-off study,-such a companionship satisfies the heart, wears longer, and
grows more precious with years than a Yale education.21

As indicated, he used music as a "change-study" from his "psychological reading and
laboratory work" and therefore could "stand hearing more music than a music student who
is practicing or thinking about it all day."

Thus not merely was every Wednesday morning religiously set aside for the
Gewandhaus rehearsals and the alternate Saturday evenings for the Chamber Music
series-and what a flood of most uplifting memories my heart pours out to that
beautiful building !-but I heard every other concert given anywhere from the AlbeIt
Halle and Altes Gewandhaus down to the little groups from the Riedel Verein
which gathered in the Nicolai Schule to hear the Gewandhaus Qumtet repeat one of
their programs or listen to a more impromptu playing of a Brahms Piano Trio by
Kapellmeister Pauer, Concertmeister Prill and Schroeder. Every Saturday, I
stopped on the way back from dinner to hear the motets in Bach's old Thomas
Kirche by the famous Chor of the Thomas Schule. What a sight it was to find that
church filled to standing room by soldiers, servant girls, clerks, business men,
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music and university students, aged husbands and wives,-all listening intently to
such purest music!22

There could hardly have been more contrast between the musical environment of Leipzig
and that of the Dime Concerts of Harlow's father. The hallowed institutions of Leipzig,
Bach's church and the Gewandhaus with its symphonic and chamber music halls, had built
a tradition, albeit a conservative one, that was and remains almost unmatched for musical
devotion anywhere in the world. Anyone who has, even today, occupied the high-backed
chairs of the Gewandhaus and gazed at the organ case with its motto "a serious thing
creates true joy" can testify to the awe that it inspires. Gale. in his day, was able to partake
of music with an audience that maintained music almost as a religion. Here he did not have
to look forward to cleaning up "mountains of rinds" left from the "concert" revelers of the
watermelon season. 23 The Dime Concerts represented the purest "accessible" attitude
toward music, those designed to make an immediate appeal to the public and to succeed
financially; the Gewandhaus ConceI1s the most unadulterated "authentic" concept, those
designed by artistic impulse alone to succeed through the devotion of a smaller public
supported to some extent by subsidy24

In addition to instrumental music, Gale turned to that most symphonic of opera
composers, Wagner, who seemed to enshrine an art of high ideals that appeared as the
antipode of the accessible and superficial art of Italian opera,as it seemed from the
Wagnerian peak. Once again Gale took no halfway measures. He saturated himself:

... never missing a performance even when we had Tannhauser about fifteen
consecutive times within a few weeks, as it was put on for the first time in its Paris
version. On the days when the greater music dramas were given I gave up the entire
day to preparing for it by again reading the drama itself or some of Wagner's
writings connected with it or silently looking through the piano score. Thus I
prepared for Parsifal weeks before going down to Bayreuth, so that with only one
hearing of it I calTied away a very clear and lasting memOlY of it from beginning to
end. That week spent there in those ideal alTangements and sun"oundings for giving
the highest elements of those gigantic dramas is still the most exalted week of my
life·25

In addition to the public concerts in Leipzig and also in Berlin where he spent part of his
time, Gale tasted the joys of Hausmusik among the academic men and became convinced
that this was "the highest function of music as a constant idealized companionship, like
human comrades."26

There was a tradition that even the stolid Wundt had played his fiddle. His
chalming assistant, Ktilpe, played for me in his room my first hearing of Brahms'
piano works; also Flechsig's assistant right amid the freaks and some shrieks of the
Insane Clinic; and Dr. Held amid the stout smells and weird preparation of the
Anatomie. It was a rare joy to see, as well as to hear, the physiologist, Max von
Frey, play in Mozart-Trios; and he was so capable a fiddler that he could take a
second viola in a Brahms quintet with a guest professional quartet. The
gynecologist played Wagner galore on his own grand piano. The music of the
delightful anatomist, Professor His, was so intensified in his son that his quartet of
friends was quite out of reach of us far less capable amateurs. His's lusty tennis,
also, in our Deutsche Tennis Gesellschaft, reinforced his brilliant fiddle. For over
40 years his devotion to quartets so grew and deepened, amid all his medical
positions and duties that a Berlin paper ran a striking picture: "Musik am Abend:
Der Rektor der Berliner Universitat, Gehm. Medizinalrat Prof. His beim Musizieren
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in seinem Heim," and he could write [to me] over long years and distance:-"I'm
glad that you too have held fast to music; to me it is the most lovely recreation, and
my weekly quartet leads us thru all times. Hesitatingly at first, then with ever more
joy. I've entered into modern music; it is so wholly different, and yet so impressive
and expressive, as to win our love. It seems to me that in a pursuit of the new
music we gain an even better understanding of the classics; the unknown quartets of
Haydn are an inexhaustible foundation quarry, with Beethoven's small and great
works one is never done, and a master himself, like Hindemith, has assured me that
he plays nothing more gladly than Mozart and Schubeli."27

We might believe at this point that Gale neglected his other studies for the sake of music
but he maintained a rigorous schedule with his microscope, books and poets "in the pursuit
of scientific and literary culture." He seemed to be unaware of any dichotomy in his quest
and yet he was traveling two roads-one, materialistic, leading to a scientific explanation
for all matters of body and mind, and the other, idealistic, an immersion in the arts as an
inspirational goal. Still he found these two pathways to be one. Already in his senior year
at Yale, he had studied moral and intellectual philosophy with Noah Porter, the president of
the college who, in the conservative milieu of Yale which was still dominated by ministers,
rejected the evolutionary theories. POlier, however, admitted that man's mind was capable
of adaptation that could be quite useful in practical affairs of life. 28 At the same time at
Yale, Gale encountered full acceptance of evolution within the course on political economy
taught by William Graham Sumner. After a crisis of faith and a period of uncertainty, Gale
reached an amalgam of these two approaches-fascination with the material processes of
the body, most particularly with the brain, but with the conviction that these were to be
fitted into the emotional life of man-a credo that knowledge of physical facts, the sensory
avenues of the body which could open the mind to all the "associations" of literature and
the mis, led to a fuller and richer life.

In Gelmany, along with his psychological studies, Harlow read Goethe and many other
writers. He memorized sections and could always find a telling passage which he had taken
to heart. Especially he grasped the vanity of knowledge pursued for its own sake and not
for the sake of mankind. The final words of Faust resonated in his mind. In a credo he
later wrote for his Yale class reunion, he quoted that speech as preface to his own appraisal
of his "stock of positive goods"-Faust's final deed in draining a swamp coincided all too
closely with Gale's own later work in supervising the construction of sewers, an irony not
lost on Gale. His family had set an example of what the individual should do for civic
progress. He believed that added to the "betterment of society" should be other "sources of
highest companionship."

I believe in Goethe and Beethoven,
Ibsen and Wagner,
Darwin and Bach,
Spencer and Haydn,
Emerson and Schubert,
Browning and Brahms,
Dickens and Mozart,
Monis and Schumann,

and in George Eliot as "Das ewig Weibliche."29

Music had become for him something too profound for words, a response that
resembled that of the Transcendentalists who believed that music:
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releases man to the higher regions, introducing him to the purest forms of truth,
goodness, and beauty. It releases him from the delusion of the merely physical and
material world; it destroys the tyrannies of time and place. Music brings the listener
face to face with the world of ideals, which for the Transcendentalists constituted
the highest form of reality. It speaks the language of the emotions which for them
held paramount importance in an age reacting against the cold and impersonal
claims of the intellect. . .it underlined the assumptions held by the Transcendentalists
that the universe is basically pelfect, that each paI1 is related to each other, and that
in essence all is perfectly unified and harmonious as a consequence'30

Harlow kept the fervency of this concept of music, the primacy of the emotions in the
arts-"I believe in the beautiful and lovely things of this earth and in their idealizations
which make up the imaginative world of art and of people, in which we must largely live to
rise above being mere imitative, work-a-day machines"31-but he did not keep the view
that music reflected solely a metaphysical "essence." He believed music should merge with
"culture" and should reflect the same humanitarian concerns as the other arts. After his
period of doubt of conventional religion and his discovery of psychology and German
literature, he finally merged science, culture and music in a way which was to satisfy him
for the remainder of his life.
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Harlow Steams Gale in his university office
as "The Reclining Chair of Psychology"

from Ariel, the weekly newspaper of the university, 30 October 1897
(Courtesy University of Minnesota Archives)
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Chapter 3

LEIPZIG ON THE MISSISSIPPI

Harlow Stearns Gale returned to the United States for the season of 1894-95 fully
equipped with the latest methods of psychology and with a burning passion for German
culture,l German music, and the German 1anguage.2 Admirably suited for teaching-save
for an advanced degree which he never sought-Gale was appointed Instructor in
Psychology at the University of Minnesota in the fall of 1894, replacing 1. R. Angell who
had taught at Minnesota for a single year.

At this time, psychology courses were taught in the Department of Philosophy which
had scheduled a single psychology course in 1890 and expanded this offering to four
courses in the fall of 1892. Two of these courses were still in General Psychology but the
other two pointed the way toward a more scientifically-based approach-Elementary
Experimental Psychology and Physiology of the Nervous System) Gale in his first two
years added a course in Physiological Psychology and one in Special Problems. In 1896
1897 he made major changes in the curriculum.

Immediately after his appointment, he instituted a series of university chamber music
concerts, modelled on the type he had begun at Yale: Eight programs encompassing most
of the piano trios of Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Weber and Chopin
plus two of the Brahms Trios and some violin or cello sonatas. The artists were Elizabeth
Cushman, pianist, daughter of the member of the original Plymouth Quartet, Heinrich
Hoevel, the well-known violinist who had left his native Germany seven years before, and
Dr. Clarence Strachauer, a local dentist who for many years was to be the principal cellist
for chamber concerts. Tickets cost 50¢ for admission and 25¢ for students.

Gale had not only forged a merger of culture and music but had found important
connections between psychology and music. German researchers had by this time
investigated the physical facts of sound, the actual bodily structures of hearing and some of
the perceptions that the mind formed of organized sound, a view that was termed
Gehorspsychologie. Seeking to share this knowledge with his audiences and to link it with
his own perception of music, Gale lectured on the psychology of music each Friday
afternoon before the Saturday evening concerts. He gave "historical and biographical notes
pertaining to music and composers, a demonstration of the anatomy and physiology of
hearing" using actual skull and ear bones with reference to the areas of the brain sensitive to
the auditory stimuli plus "some experimental and statistical work in rhythm, melody and
harmony"4 showing how musical elements could be measured by the amount of pleasure
or pain they elicited or by the just noticeable differences that could be discerned.5 Gale
linked psychological concepts with actual musical compositions. It appears that Gale's
were the first systematic lectures of this sort given in the United States if not in the world
(Appendix C).6

Within these presentations he maintained that the apex of music was reached in song
where poetry heightens "the ideas and emotions," a development which for him as for
many others of the time reached its highest development in Wagnerian music drama.7 In
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this valuation of music he used the psychological concept of "association," those historical,
biographical and personal associations that arise for each individual listener, associations
which raise the simple musical idea into the "highest musical thought"-what his friend
Ferguson was later to call "at once an image and a valuation of experience."g

Within his later official course in the psychology of music, he expected a great deal of
his class-in fact, too much: Extra hours devoted to piano and chamber music, song
cycles, Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and "at least" Parsifal of Wagner's music dramas as
well as "special lectures preparatory to the best public concerts." He invited the students to
share with him the enriching expelience of German Lieder-as sung by himself-which in
his belief combined the highest class of poetry with the best of music, an impressive
example of the blending of culture and music.

A cycle of some 20 poems by Goethe, with music composed by Schubert, will be
given next Sunday afternoon at 3:30 P.M. at Mr. Gale's home, 1819 Vine Place
(one block west of Nicollet and corner of 19th St. or Groveland). Tho given
primarily for the students of Mr. Gale's class in the Psychology of Music any other
persons interested will be welcome. This group of songs will embrace a wide
variety and many of the greatest lyrics and ballads of Goethe, like Der Musensohn,
Rastloseliebe, ErIkonig, Meeresstille, Wanderers Nachtlied, Der Fischer,
Ganymed, Prometheus, and Die Grenzen der Menschheit. In giving them Messrs.
Scott and Gale desire to emphasize the point that the poem is the fundamental and
highest value in a song, and that to get the best elements from best songs, one no
more needs to be a professionally-trained singer than we need to listen in our
evening family circle to our Tennyson and Browning as read to us by a professional
elocutionist.9

He sang Lieder freely at home just as his family had sung hymns. Though certainly an
amateur, such as Gale, could succeed with those Lieder in the folk tradition, one cannot
help but wonder, despite the family gift for singing, how he managed something as
demanding as "Der Erlkonig."

Gale's immersion in German music was shared by many at this time. Local poets
chanted the wonders of that repertory and even tried to make English become German with
compounds such as "Godcommunion" or "worlddisunion." Thus on a piano sonata:

Beethoven, Gp. 31, No.3 by George Norton N011hrop
GRANDLY sound, 0 strain melodic,
Measured by a soul enraptured:
Still he lives in thee harmonic,
In the spirit thou hast captured
From his lofty Godcommunion,
From his blessed worlddisunion.
He, by harsh sounds undisturbed,
Hears the music of the moonlight,
By no blatant earth perturbed
Feels the silence of the twilight.
Midst the choir of sounds celestial,
Thunderous of adoration,
Comes this calm rift rcverential
Michael sings in exaltation,
Clear and sweet and penitential. 10
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Or the Beethoven Ninth Symphony:

The Ninth Symphony by Arthur Upson
I heard the golden chiming of the spheres

As harmonized within some crystal dream:
A falling musical, as down their stream

Of old eternal tides the centuried years
Fled rhythmic; and as by enchantment hears
The spell-charmed mystic all the rites supreme
That turn the worlds, thus also did I seem

To find the chants of heaven in mine ears! 11

Nor was Wagner neglected by litermy circles. They too had also discovered the magician of
Bayreuth. For the Samovar Club, Arthur Upson rhymed the wonders of the Wagnerian
heroines.

Lille Lehmann sang Isoldes Liebestod.
A BLUR of sunsetred was in her tone
That sank in beauty where the waves were sheen
An evertwilit sea whose pallors shone
Strangely along redridden wash of green.

Ernestine Schumann-Heink sang Ortrud.
(Weil eine Stund' ich meines Werths vergessen,)
Blazed through the dark that orange voice of hers
Fire behind where, fil111meshed, the grille upgrew
Of hom and drum and viol, barriers
My clinging soul, unscorched, peers safely through. 12

Harlow Stearns Gale, resounding to the same sensibility and convinced of the validity of
his opinions by his Leipzig experiences, by his study of psychology and by literary
confirmation of his beliefs, could not bear the musical indifference that existed on the
University of Minnesota campus. The very year he was finishing his German studies,
1893, was an auspicious one for music in the Twin Cities. The Schubert Club-established
for over a decade as a women's educational group-began their series of co ncerts by
internationally-famed artists. The composers of the state banded together into a Manuscript
Society to give concerts of their works, an endeavor supp0l1ed that spring by the Ladies
Thursday Musicale, the Minneapolis equivalent of the Schubert Club. The Filharmonix, a
male chorus and mandolin club of Minneapolis, found it necessary to incorporate an
amateur orchestra in its productions, a development that would lead by small steps in the
following decade to the founding of a symphony orchestra. Anna Schoen-Rene, fresh from
an European operatic career, came to Minneapolis to recover her health and to establish a
Choral Union at the university.

Again in 1893, Gale's brother, Robert Griggs Gale, who had shared a year at Yale
University and a year at Cambridge University with Harlow, opened a teaching studio
downtown in the Century Building and resumed direction of the University Banjo Club and
the Filharmonix Banjo Club,13 groups that had always performed lighter, more accessible
music, but which now, probably under the influence of Harlow, attempted a more serious
repertory. Robert prepared new material for the clubs, a "style of composition more nearly
approaching the classical and arranged from piano and violin scores," a foreshadowing of
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Robert's devotion to the higher aspects of the "divine art" that he, in his tum, was soon to
pursue in Leipzig. 14

000

Thus Harlow Gale had every reason to believe that a campaign for serious music at the
University of Minnesota was a reasonable goal, that something like a Leipzig on the
Mississippi might be attained although, to that date, music on campus had lacked any
permanent direction and was solely dependent on the resources of the downtown
Northwestern Conservatory, a fine institution, but removed from campus life. Surely a
two-pronged attack, concerts plus a real music department, would succeed!

His initial eight-concert chamber music experiment of 1894-1895 garnered only a
handful of listeners, still he refused to accept defeat. For the season of 1895-1896, he
planned yet another, more varied, series of ten concerts beginning with a string quartet
evening (Haydn, Mozart, Smetana) and continuing with an evening of Schubert Lieder
sung by Miss Villa Whitney White,15 two evenings of Beethoven sonatas played by
William Mentor Crosse, Gustavus Johnson, Walter Petzet and Hermann Zoch, plus seven
evenings of string qual1ets by the Hoevc1 Quartet. 16 These events on Monday evenings
were to be preceded by a Saturday lecture on the psychology of music.

Only four conceIts were given before the series was cancelled and Gale had to put forth
$500 of his own money to cover expenses. 17 As the Minneapolis Tribune explained:

It is generally admitted that chamber music is not popular in the accepted sense of
the tenn, that it requires an audience of more than the average musical appreciation
to enjoy it or extract pleasure from its hearing. 18

Even Gale had to admit that his course was too heavy. He had come "from his sojourn in
Germany in the spiIit of a music missionary, and hoped to find an appreciation among the
people here for the same sort of thing upon which Germany had been living for
generations." 19

Despite this setback, he continued his drive for music on campus. Before the last concen
of the first series in May of 1895, he gave a lecture on "The Place of Music in the
University" drawing once again upon his "psychology" together with reports on music in
the "universities of Germany, England and America,"20 a lecture printed that fall in the
newly-formed Minnesota Magazine. 21 BIiefly stated he believed students should hear large
quantities of the "best music," should perform it, and should form a musical society with
library, instruments and special rooms. A professor would direct courses in theory and
history of the "divine art" and oversee the finest instructors available (his conclusions are
found in full within Appendix D).

Though Gale's pIincip1es were eminently defensible, his view of music had more than a
little of the amateur about it. Music, for him, was to be a constant companion of each
person, an "education of the heart to balance our too one-sided cultivation and discipline of
the intellect." He did not feel that the university was the place for "accomplishment of
execution" and even in conservatories the result was to him often a "worship of technique."
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Following that line of thought, he inserted a paragraph in his essay that referred directly to
Schoen-Rene's Choral Union on campus-though he did not name the group.

Rather than drill a year on two choral selections for a stupendous concert with a
professional voice-exhibitor, could not a University Chorus especially lay up vastly
more to their real musical education by becoming acquainted with a dozen of the
best choral works in the same time and educate their friends also therewith in two or
three modest concerts? Would not this be more in the spirit and method of true
education?22

In her reply, Schoen-Rene agreed that both wanted to raise the status of music but insisted:

It is not the quantity but the quality which educates, and everyone will easily realize
that a good reproduction of ever so short a composition of our masters requires
much time and work, as it is not only the melody, rhythm and phrasing, but also a
thorough understanding of the character of the work with which the singers have to
become thoroughly familiar.23

One can hardly imagine two people more different, Gale the self-educated music lover who
indulged in "a few lessons on the instrument to get started right" and Schoen-Rene who
had spent many years as a royal scholarship student in Berlin and as a private student of
Pauline Viardot in Paris; Gale who was almost inexhaustible in energy and stamina and
Schoen-Rene who came to Minneapolis to recuperate from a nervous breakdown.24

Despite constant pressure by these two,25 each in her or his own way, the university did
not open its doors to a music faculty until the season of 1902-1903.

In the next eight years Gale continued his missionary activities on behalf of music with
the same vigor he had earlier given to his Sunday School teaching and to church
attendance. He expanded his preaching of the tonal gospel by reaching out to the town
community where there seemed more hope of promoting that art which creates "true
jOy,"26 than on campus. Toward that end, he published several articles in national joumals
and began writing program notes for local petfoffi1ances.

He made friends in the local musical community-especially those people of German
extraction or persuasion-and assisted them by writing news accounts or program notes.
For example, among the outstanding musicians he discovered in Minneapolis was
Hermann Zoch, a gifted pianist27 who was conducting his own campaign for "culture
music" by giving a series of piano recitals of the greatest compositions of the keyboard
repe110ly, a series that eventually reached 73 complete concerts, each played from memory,
during the period from 1884 to 1910. These concerts had a fee of 50¢. Most took place in
the Unitarian Church where for a time Gale was music director. Among the programs was
the following which will give the reader an idea of their content.
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18th Season--1902-1903
Sixty-Second Piano Recital

given by
]f.lttmann locb

First Unitarian Church
Tuestiay, ApriL 7th, 1903

At 8 O'Clock Sharp

Program

Gavotte in D minor

Sonata quasi una Fantasia, Op. 27, No.2
(a) Adagio sostenuto
(b) Allegretto
(c) Presto agitato

Mazurka, Op. 33, No.4
Etude, Op. 10, No. 12 "Revolutionary"
Nocturne, Op. 37, No.2
Andante Spianato & Polonaise, Op. 22

Moment musical, Gp. 94, No.6
Traumeswirren (Troubled Dreams), Gp. 12, NO.7
At Night

Legend: "S1. Francis walking on the waves"
Berceuse (Lullaby), Gp. 13

Ballade, Gp. 20

Bach

Beethoven

Chopin

Schubert
Schumann
L. Schytte

Liszt
A. I1jinski

Reinecke

Admission, 50 cents
The Steinway Grand Piano is from the Metropolitan Music Co.

Gale tried to describe a composition in a way to help the listener and he continued his
drive to combine culture and music, to give music added value by suggesting
"associations" that might be formed about a composition. In this case he included an
interpretative poem for the Beethoven work, the so-called "Moonlight Sonata," written by
Zoch's long-time friend, Dr. D. H. Day of Duluth. Day's words capture the underlying
tragic quality of the work as well as its sense of mystery, qualities which the poet Rellstab
had grasped only a few years after the death of Beethoven when he spoke of the first
movement seeming "a boat passing the wild scenery of Lake Luceme in the moonlight."28
Day clearly dcliniates the allieviation of the Allegretto and the tragic end of the Presto
agitato, in short, his poem stands in direct contrast to those "metaphysical" poems quoted at
the beginning of this chapter-it sings of the human condition, not of some spiritual
essence. In this respect, it coincides with Gale's musical credo.
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Adagio Sostenuto
I stand upon the shore of Life's broad ocean drear

And watch the ripples of the softly flowing tide;
The shimmer of the moon, as on some fair one's bier

The white and silv'ry shroud her form doth seek to hide.
And as I listen to the surge's moaning wail

A voice, the sweetest, yet the saddest ever heard
Sings, from the darkness, of my sorrow and travail,
Of love departed, and of hope for e'er deferred.

Allegretto
Yet spreads her wings

A white-clad ship;
Mayhap she brings

From her long trip
Some joy, some solace for my soul.
Roll smoothly: oh, broad ocean, roll.

Presto agitato
Alas, with clouds as dark as blackest night,

The sky, the moon, my ship are blotted out.
Naught can I see, save when the forked light

Glares forth from heaven,-even then I doubt
My eyes; for on the cruel, rock-bound shore,

Beating her life out in the breakers there,
I see my ship, a wreck forever more;

My hopes, my heart, my soul drowned in despair.

In addition to musicians, Gale formed close bonds with congenial people of the
community banded together in their devotion to the arts and sciences, people who shared
his passion for music just as he shared theirs for the other arts. He chose especially to be
associated with the Art League of Minneapolis founded by Robert Koehler, long-time
resident of Munich, director of the Minneapolis School of Fine Arts and devoted friend of
music. 29 Koehler hosted informal fortnightly meetings for a group of painters, architects,
literary men and musicians, a sort of Band of Brothers. In the early years, they
concentrated upon artists' exhibitions but later they became more of a Stammtisch, a group
of friends gathered for informal discussion of topics freely chosen.

Full members of the League were the participating artists; associate members were
musicians: Gustavus Johnson, Clarence Strachauer, Hal Woodruff, Claude Madden, Emil
Oberhoffer, and William Mentor Crosse. 30 Gale, one of the most faithful attendants, found
this gathering to be a constant reminder of the intellectual atmosphere of Leipzig and a
refuge from the inevitable discouragements of a pioneer psychologist and melomane. The
group with its "catholicity of artistic interest" represented for Gale what was "sweet,
lovely, energizing, strong, serene and noble ... the highest function of all the arts."31

The artist's mission in cultural education is to show people what they are missing of
those best ideas and emotions in the world about us. Those of us who cannot
wander the shores about Farringford, the highlands about Abbotsford, the
Thuringian woods around Weimar or the remote fields and lakes of the Tyrol with
the transforming imaginations of Tennyson, Scott, Goethe, or Brahms,-we, their
more nearsighted and prosaic wanderers, must draw out inspirations of beauty from
as many of the a11s as possible.32
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Gale and members of the art community, particularly the Handicraft Guild, shared an
interest in the socialist views regarding art put forth by William Morris.33 It could be a
great consolation to one who was trying to create an Art-Utopia in a booming northwest
town of commerce to read Monis's views on art:

Meanwhile, if these hours be dark, as, indeed, in many ways they are are, at least
do not let us sit deedless, like fools and fine gentlemen, thinking the common toil
not good enough for us, and beaten by the muddle; but rather let us work like good
fellows trying by some dim candle-light to set our workshop ready against to
morrow's daylight-that to-morrow, when the civilized world, no longer greedy,
strifeful, and destructive, shall have a new art, a glorious art, made by the people
and for the people, as a happiness to the maker and the user.34

Morris's News from Nowhere, a Utopian dream of how art might shape a better
community, had come out while Gale was in Leipzig.35 At the conclusion of News from
Nowhere as Morris returns from the dream of a Guest House in Nowhere to the everyday
world, his words-

Go on living while you may, striving, with whatsoever pain and labour needs must
be, to build up little by little the new day of fellowship, and rest, and happiness.
Yes, surely! and if others can see it as I have seen it, then it may be called a vision
rather than a dream-

struck a resonant chord in Gale who could not help but associate them with the final words
of Faust himself and with the musical Utopia that Wagner had created in Bayreuth.
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Rober1 Griggs Gale and his wife, Mary Alice Greene Gale
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Chapter 4

ROBERT JOINS THE CRUSADE

Robert Griggs Gale arrived back in Minneapolis in 1901 after spending five years at
Leipzig University where he had studied with Hugo Riemann, the distinguished
theoretician and musicologist whose amazing number of contributions to a scientific study
of music still astound.

The mere bulk of Riemann's writings, covering every branch of musical science,
constitutes a monument of indefatigable industry, and is proof of enormous
concentration and capacity for work. When one takes into consideration that much
of this work is the result of painstaking research and of original, often
revolutionary, thinking, one must share the great respect and admiration in which
Riemann was held by his contemporaries. Although many of his ideas are now seen
in a different light, his works treating of harmony were considered to constitute the
foundation of modern musical theory. His researches in the field of music history
have solved a number of vexed problems, and thrown light on others. And, finally,
in formulating the new science of musicology, the labors of Riemann have been a
most important factor.l

Riemann at the time of Gale's instruction held only the post of private lecturer
(Privatdozent) which meant that he could give courses but was paid only by the fees of the
students much as an affiliated teacher in the United States in the present day. Robert knew
of Riemann's work because his brother Harlow had used it in his "psychology of music"
and he was attracted because Riemann was the only person trying for a unified view of
music, a fusion of theory, aesthetics, history, and composition, the sort of grand view that
the cultivated generation sought.

At this moment Riemann was teaching quite a few foreign students and was even, as a
means of supporting himself, supervising classes for small children taught by his own
students. This "normal piano" course attracted Robel1 Gale and his wife

Dr. Riemann has what might be called the normal department, and he taught his
pupils to teach their pupils. The pupils held their classes, groups of small children,
in a series of rooms in one of the conservatory buildings, and Dr. Riemann passed
from one to the other, observing the method, emphasizing this point and criticizing
that one. One of the pupil's pupils was a tiny little fellow of only 4 years of age,
whose ability was marvelous and who was a prodigy to even the "teachers." Mrs.
Gale had no intention of teaching when she entered Dr. Riemann's classes and
joined them to provide herself with some interest and occupation during her stay in
Leipzig. She enjoyed the lessons so much and took such pleasure in her pupils that
she decided to continue and studied with other German masters.2

Riemann followed this same devotion to teaching in his own compositions-mainly
instructional pieces, a series of works that has been completely overshadowed by his
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important theoretical studies. Robert Gale maintained the same attitude in his own
composing (Appendix E).3

Robert, one of about 3,000 American students then resident in Leipzig attending the
various schools, found his work there exceeded all norms of American study.

One of my instructors [Riemann?], with whom I studied three years, would take
but seven pupils all told He required thirteen hours a week of the severest work,
and would accept nothing but the very best effort we were capable of. At one time
he took on an eighth pupil, and later gave notice that one of us must go. It was a
case of the survival of the fittest, and we understood it, and every man pitched to
and did his level best to save himself from dismissal. It was competition with a
vengeance, but of a very unusual sort, we would think in this country. Nobody
could endure the strain under him more than six or eight months at a time. When
about on the verge of nervous prostration he would send one away for a season of
travel or other recuperation. This intense application and this thoroughness of
methods are characteristic of the German system of education all through, musical
and otherwise. The German boys get none of the diversions from study that
students do here in America. It is truly "all work and no play" with them'4

He found the cost of instruction "ridiculously cheap ...because the teachers are absorbed in
their profession in a manner that the American musical world cannot begin to
appreciate...money is a secondary consideration with them."

[Germany] is the true fountain head of music and musical instruction, and the place
of all places the world over, for the earnest student of music to study. One can get
as good instruction in this country perhaps but it will cost many times as much and
will be without all the accompanying advantages of a thoroughly musical
atmosphere, tremendous incentive for work and the opportunity of hearing good
music, and nothing but good music, all the time [my italics].

For him, the "best music in the world" was available for the price of a glass of beer. He
marvelled at the conglomerate in the upper balconies at the opera house-"servants,
newsboys, boot blacks and other street urchins" who "may often be seen studying intently
the text of such classic masterpieces as Wagner's Gotterdammerung."

And all about the city in the streets or in the shops, one will hear people of the same
class discussing the passages of a Wagner opera or the movements of some great
classic with the keenest interest and discrimination, much as an American of the
same or of even a much higher class and condition would discuss the day's ball
game or the latest exploits of a hero of the gridiron.

When Gale spoke of the "best music in the world," he excluded the more accessible styles
of American music.

Ragtime music was never heard in Leipzig until the recent visit of Sousa and his
band, and it will never find even a corner in the hearts of the people there. To have
a proper appreciation of ragtime, Mr. Gale holds, one must have at least some
acquaintance with the American negro. The German populace has no understanding
of the negro character or of his inimitable ways, and can therefore, never have any
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possible use for ragtime music. The Germans do not understand it at all and simply
pass it up as something they don't care to cultivate. Sousa took well with the
Leipzig public, nevertheless, Mr. Gale says. They especially admired his technique.
In his understanding and interpretation of classical numbers, however, he is far
from being the equal of the best German leaders, and his band is not better than
many of the concert and beer hall orchestras.

Robert Gale brought back to Minneapolis the same exalted concept of music that his
brother had developed from his German experiences and the same desire to lead Minnesota
toward the cultural mecca that his brother was attempting.5 His conviction that the music of
Leipzig represented the "best music in the world" was not unique. It was shared by many
Americans who adopted the credo of that bastion of conservatism. 6

Robert's initial missionary work in Minnesota was more modest than that of Harlow. He
joined the Johnson School of Music, an up-and-coming institution that had already
presented his brother's lectures on the psychology of music. There Robert taught harmony.
At the same time, he and his wife established a studio in their home-two classes for small
children, one group 4 to 6 years of age, and the second, 6 to 10. They eagerly cultivated
the children's "ear and taste" with songs and brief piano lessons.

Soon he became one of the most important "missionaries" when he accepted the position
of music critic on a newly-founded magazine. The Bellman. It seemed to the Gale brothers
as if their dream of a great musical center on the Mississippi might be coming into being.
The university had finally established a music department, the Minneapolis Symphony had
been founded, and in the early months of 1905, Minneapolis erected a home for its music
organizations, a new auditorium. For this concert hall, the city prepared a music festival
running from the 1st through the 4th of March to showcase its symphony and guest
soloists. It included a concert with the Apollo and Philharmonic choral clubs, a concert
with Vladimir de Pachmann playing the Second Chopin Piano Concerto, a great concert
performance of Aida, and a final concert with the Philharmonic Club, the Orpheus Singing
Society and a special Children's Festival Chorus.? The Minneapolis Journal carried not
only news of the Festival but also a full page article on the "Great Auditorium Pipe Organ"
which eventually was dedicated by Gaston Dethier on 4 Mayas well as a lengthy article on
"The Beginnings and Growth of Music Interests in Minneapolis" with pictures of the
pioneers.

Immediately following the Festival, the Gale brothers found that the community would
experience a work that for them was the pinnacle of culture, Wagner's music drama
ParsifaL The town was caught up in a veritable frenzy occasioned by four performances to
be presented by Henry W. Savage's company8 on 20,21, and 22 March with a cast and
crew of 200, an orchestra of 60 and stage lighting and decor that weighed many tons. The
work was scheduled for evenings beginning at 5:30 with the period of 7: 15 to 8:30 for
dinner and the final two acts from 8:30 to 10:45. Patrons had to make elaborate
preparations for the event-rearrangements not lost on the local cartoonist!
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illustration NO.2: Cartoon "Going to Parsifal
Front page of the Minneapolis Journal, 21 March 1905
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Not long after, on 27 and 28 March, the Metropolitan Opera Company came with their
version of Parsifal plus a matinee (!) of Les Huguenots and the double bill of Cavalleria
and Pagliacci -the latter with Caruso. Much attention was given to the appearance of Olive
Fremstad as Kundry, the dramatic soprano now of world fame but who had been first
"brought out" in Minneapolis by Gustavus Johnson in 1890.

The Gale brothers seized this opportunity to introduce Minneapolis to the last Wagner
work, a major part of their Pantheon, a work which had not been allowed out of Wagner's
shrine at Bayreuth until New York produced it in 1903. Harlow started the program for
musical uplift several months before Parsifal on 18 December with a series of weekly
"Chats About Musical Culture" published each Sunday in the Minneapolis Times, the
newspaper of independent thought.

Living musical culture is only gotten from music just as from books, by living with
them, reading them over and over, learning of their authors' lives and his personal
connections with each work, knowing the historical circumstances of their time and
place, following the criticism and appreciation from contemporaries to our present
time. Yet how few people, otherwise cultured, realize that this long educative
process which is necessary to make "Faust," "In Memoriam," and "The Ring and
the Book" living companions to us, is also necessary in music.9

His "Chats" had much practical advice but also informed people of the ideal dream
embodied in the great festival of Bayreuth. Robert had in the course of his German sojourn
made five trips to Bayreuth where he had "familiarized himself with much of the tradition
peculiar to the home of Parsifal." He had also heard both Cavalleria Rusticana and
Pagliacci conducted by their composers. Therefore, in the month of March 1905, he gave
two lectures on Wagner and Parsifal and one on The Huguenots, Cavalleria Rusticana, and
Pagliacci along with thoughts on the "modem trend of Italian opera."l0 He was not alone in
the rush to "explain" Parsifal. William Mentor Crosse of Minneapolis gave an illustrated
lecture for the Thursday Musicale and Rubin Goldmark, the composer, gave a similar
one. ll

At this point, with the triumph of one of Wagner's principal works, the Gale brothers
found that between "town and gown," the city was t10mishing and the state university was
at least started on the road to "culture-music." Perhaps a Leipzig on the Mississippi had
become a reality rather than a beautiful dream.
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Chapter 5

Sifting the True from the False

Harlow Stearns Gale's scientific projects met with fierce opposition stemming from his
materialist approach to a subject that traditionally had a strong religious background. The
Minnesota State University in that day was not at all committed to neutrality in matters of
belief. President Northrop believed in the strong devotional ideals he had found at Yale. A
leading member of the First Congregational Church, he possessed a "religious feeling,
strong and deep ... expressed in prayer at chapel services, or in addresses before religious
gatherings" which not only formed "a bond which endears him to the hearts of the
students, but [was] one of the strongest influences counteracting the spirit of doubt and
skepticism so often prevailing in institutions of learning."] Northrop set an example for
students and staff by seldom missing the daily chapel services available to students and
faculty-though at this point some students and faculty were, in the wake of the
evolutionary thesis, opposed to traditional religion at least in its most strict interpretation

Gale posed a vexing problem for the Minnesota president. He knew the Gale family
well. He respected Harlow's church-going mother but he could not stand in Gale the
"shilly-shally way you fellows have in beating around the bush" on the question, "Do you
believe in God?,,2. The intensity of the quanel between Northrop and Gale can hardly be
appreciated today. Differences between the pious and the scientific groups had spawned a
national debate-not as serious politically as the Dreyfus case in France but in some ways
almost as pervasive. The scientific side got a thorough airing in the popular lectures of
Robel1 Ingersoll. 3 In Minnesota, at the founding of the Minnesota Academy of Science 
helped by Samuel Gale and of which Harlow Stearns Gale was later the secretary-the
press attacked the enterprise as "a hot bed of infidelity, and the lair of all anti-religious,
anti-Bible, anti-Christness of the age."4

Gale did not "shilly-shally" in following the logical conclusions of his materialistic
beliefs and in expressing them publicly. He did not attend chapel and, after a few attempts,
gave up going to faculty meetings. As an opponent of "mental discipline ... the lowering of
one's teaching methods to the level of the worst students, by forcing all the students thru a
barren, verbal memory, recitation system,"5. he presented laboratory experiments to
illustrate what text books usually gave in a dry fashion and he encouraged reading of the
experimental literature. Above all, he hoped to set an example by his own "ceaseless work
and near companionship."6

Had he pursued these goals strictly in his own classroom, perhaps no public controversy
would have arisen, but in the March 1897 issue of The Minnesota Magazine, he presented
his ideals all too clearly.7 He urged "criticism" as a fundamental necessity, but claimed that
he was not espousing, "fault finding or a restless delight in iconoclasm" but only the sifting
of "the true from the false, the better from the worse." To escape from "authority and
imitation" he recommended "changing of one's environment from that of his native town
and childhood surroundings," a method considerably at variance with President Northrop's
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adver1isement in the same magazine that offered the prospective student "home life in the
city."

Gale listed those courses which he believed could offer views on the "newly opening
conflicting world"-the sciences, history and all sorts of social studies, literature and art
but he also named all too pointedly those classics to be omitted-mathematics, syllogistic
logic and metaphysics-which all too frequently avoided or clouded "the real ground of
proof in inductive reasoning." Even as he hoped to free the student and lead him to a higher
quality of work, he simultaneously alienated many who might have helped him by
employing such epithets as "politician-professor" and "Reform School discipline". His
picture of the critically-enlightened student:

Perhaps he wastes less time in society than was his habit in the high school; his
enthusiasm for church may gradually transfer itself to Ethics either connected or
unconnected with religion; he finds his own copies of Plato, Emerson, George
Eliot, Goethe, Mill and Darwin more satisfying companions than the duty or
cmiosity-devoured library copies of Edwards on the Will and Trilby; reahzing now
the symmetrical necessity for some means of his best emotional expression he finds
them in the great composers from Haydn to Brahms; and finally is surprised at his
own justification of the contraction of his youthful dreams of greatness into the
concentration of a specialists

had to alann pious parents and professors of the cultivated generation.

Even before this ar1icle in the student magazine, Gale had been informed that his services
were terminated but upon his request, he was allowed two hours of a special faculty
meeting to explain his tasteful and proper lectures on the "highest functions of the sex
emotions," his own awakening to the "great progress of the last half century ... started by
the physicists, physiologists and evolutionists," his attention to the most mature students,
and his campus contributions to tennis, science and and musical culture. At the end of his
explanation, the faculty voted to extend his position for another year provided that he no
longer gave his sex talk publicly.9

Again in the year of 1898-1899, Gale was threatened with termination when he
attempted to establish a Psychology Department independent of the Philosophy
Department. Such specialization had rapidly become the norm and as psychological studies
and journals were now burgeoning, it seemed a propitious moment. He knew that he
would never succeed through normal channels and so he went directly to the regents much
to the dismay of President Northrop who stopped the move and persuaded the principal
philosophy professor to arrange for someone to teach the General Psychology course in the
textbook manner the president wanted. 10 Gale, however, was left free to pursue his own
courses and the name of the department was expanded from the DepaI1ment of Philosophy
to the Department of Philosophy and Psychology-encompassing his course in the
Experimental Psychology of Feeling and expanded to further courses in experimental and
advanced psychology.

Gale continued to devise experimental projects for his classes and also pursued his own
projects of which resulted a small volume entitled Psychological Studies (1900) containing:
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OUf Nervous System and Its Use
On the Psychology of Advertising
The Vocabularies of Three Children of One Family to Two and a Half
Years of Age
Taste and Smell in Articles of Diet
A Case of Alleged Loss of Personal Identity
Psychical Research in American Universities
A Catalog of Lantern Slides on the Nervous System

These investigative reports contained a number of truly significant items on children's
vocabularies plus the earliest attempt to use advertisements as stimuli in studying
"involuntary attention."l1 He had designed the latter experiment in 1896 as a means of
teaching his students and had at the same time devised an "order-of-merit" method for
responses "independently of James McKeen Cattell, who is usually credited with its
invention."ll Gale's Psychological Studies received a small favorable review in the
American Journal of Psychology, but at this particular moment huge numbers of studies
were being published and, being relatively isolated at Minnesota, he did not receive much
national recognition while at home the campus community pretty well ignored his work, a
biuer pill for one who worked long hours and who paid for much of his own apparatus as
well as for publication of his studies.

The ensuing years proceeded relatively peacefully. Gale had a number of graduate
students from the medical and biological departments. He instituted his course in the
Psychology of Music which met with approval by the head professor of philosophy, the
chairman of the department, because it seemed a way of "building up the department," not
because it would be a "means of cultivating good critical taste in the living musical culture"
as Gale hoped. None-the-Iess he concluded that:

this music course was to me a deep satisfaction with some dozen out of about 40
students. For here again, as in all my courses, I found the great mass of students so
vitiated and weighted down by their years of disciplinary training as to have little
time or initiative for anything outside of the required lecture room routine. 13

Gale may have been COlTect in his analysis of his student's backgrounds, but he surely did
not realize that his own enormous capacity for work, both mental and physical, could not
be the norm for every student. What ordinary student could emulate the Gale schedule?14
He arrived some three hours before his first class after walking three miles to school. He
settled down into his "office," a sort of combination library, music studio, photography
gallery, confessional, and an annex to his psychological laboratory-classroom. Once there,
he devoted himself to his classes, 2 to 3 undergraduate courses and sometimes even more
graduate courses, sessions which could star1 a few minutes late as he finished his morning
New York Times. While classes did end on time, he encouraged students to stay and
discuss matters in the laboratory-classroom or within his constant office hours. At noon,
the "office" was quickly transformed into a lunchroom while he ate a sandwich and an
orange and then once again changed into a music studio while he brought out his "office
cello" for a half-hour in order to practice for his Monday night quartet meetings or simply
to commune with the imm0l1als of music. The afternoons often stretched into twilight but
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eventually he resumed the three-mile hike which returned him to Mama and die Kinder for a
joyous family evening.

This schedule continued through weekends and holidays although he generally kept
Sunday afternoons and evenings completely for the family, for games, poetry reading, and
music. At home he kept a "house top study" with a library of scientific journals and
monographs, a set of classified pigeon holes for filing information in proper order, and of
course, another cello. At both home and office, his printed materials were bound so as to
preserve them carefully and fittingly as precious bits of the world's wisdom. He kept some
hours at the university for meetings of the Fortnightly Scientific Club, the Liberal
Association and for tennis games as well as for music events. Outside of the university,
there were the meetings of the Minnesota Academy of Science and the fortnightly Saturday
meetings of the Minnesota Alt League. Such a schedule left little time for writing, a leisure
pursuit accomplished during his summer vacations in Maine.

It is inconceivable that the run-of-the-mill or even a good student could possibly emulate
such a schedule. In retrospect, it seems that Gale might better have concentrated his efforts
on graduate students and the university might have profited by giving him a qualified
undergraduate specialist in psychology. What happened was quite different. As the 1902
1903 academic year drew to a close, the university, dependent then as now on the wide
swings of state finance, was once again subject to retrenchment although in an ironic twist,
they found enough money to start a music department albeit with minimum funding. Gale,
however, did not fit into the established order in this deeply pious age. IS Faced with
dismissal in 1903, once again Gale sprang to his own defense.Despite a bit of
consideration from one or two regents and his own offer to teach the next year without
salary, he was dismissed from his instructor's position and the university was not able to
start a true psychology department until 191916 when Professor R. M. Elliott-for whom
the present psychology building is named-became chairman. One can only speculate what
might have happened had Gale, with all his undoubted idiosyncrasies and genius, been
tolerated.
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Chapter 6

CRITICS-AT-LARGE

By 1905, it appeared more and more to the Gale brothers, Harlow Steams and Robert,
that their missionary efforts had borne fruit. It now seemed that they could tum their
endeavors toward consolidating their gains, toward insuring that culture-music thrived in
Minnesota. Harlow, however, had lost a little of the prestige that helped to make his voice
effective. In the excitement of discovering a whole new world of "positive science," he had
moved against the grain and lost his university position and now found himself needing
employment and not knowing quite where to tum. Above all Harlow desired "some quiet in
the fresh part of the day,"

for the purpose of keeping up and carrying out more fully my ambition for
contributing somewhat to the living usefulness of psychological knowledge. If this
ambition to contribute to the highest culture of others would have to be given up,
then one of my highest and strongest incentives for living would be gone. Also my
other strongest motive for living, my rarely ideal family life, would become
atrophied almost to extinction if I was compelled to devote to business, as is the
usual practice, all the time, strength, thought, and feeling of the day except the
weary fag -end remnanLl

His first thought was to resort to the insurance business which his family knew well. He
planned to work on his own psychological, literary and musical studies during the
momings and then devote the aftemoon to tramping about making calls on prospective
buyers. This soon came to naught. All of his family friends in business already had their
insurance in place.

Next he applied for a job as a letter carrier. Before that was approved, he found a
position as a sewer-brick inspector in the city engineer's office-planning shipments,
counting and inspecting loads, and making the rounds of some twelve sites on a bicycle.
He delighted in the physical activity and sometimes "put on [his] suit of overalls and heavy
buckskin mittens to help unload blicks for days or weeks." In this way he found "genuine
goodwill and helpfulness" and confirmation of his socialist leanings among the workers. At
other times when deliveries were smoothly running, he found time for reading and wtiting.
During the winters he helped the sewer engineer "in the office with his computations, tables
and maps" which gave him intellectual interest and still allowed time to "jot down notes for
the reviews of the symphony orchestra and other concerts,"] an activity which marked his
next major contribution to the cultural life of the city, a pursuit in which he was joined by
Robert when Robelt became critic for The Bellman, a literary magazine, and Harlow critic
for The Minneapolis Daily News. These two publishing ventures, new to Minnesota, gave
the Gale brothers a wider audience in their attempt to form a Leipzig on the Mississippi.
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Two types of literary magazines served the cultured generation, first, journals run in part
as commercial enterprises such as The Atlantic or Harpers, and second, college
publications such as the Yale Literary Magazine or the Minnesota Magazine. It was not
difficult to found a college publication although the readership could not help but be fairly
small. It was considerably more daring to found a commercial journal and seek a wider
audience. Yet such a journal flourished in Minneapolis between 1906 and 1919, a magazine
which had readers in London, Paris, and Berlin as well as in the principal cities of the
United States. 3 . Over the years the journal attracted many well-known writers-John
Galsw01thy, Joyce Kilmer, Maurice Maeterlinck, George Meredith, Sara Teasdale to name
a few. 4

William Edgar,S the founder-dictator of this journal, The Bellman, chose Robert Griggs
Gale for its music critic. In this choice, Edgar was aware of Robert's extensive musical
training but also of the Gale family's high reputation within the city. Edgar himself moved
in the highest social circles.6 A person of Gale's social status and cosmopolitan outlook
seemed eminently suitable for the readership that The Bellman soughtJ

Edgar had invented a character, The Bellman, rather like a town crier, who would bring
poetry, fiction, and values to the elite audience he addressed.

Those who expect him to ring his alarum and bellow forth denunciations of the age
he lives in, are apt to be disappointed, for with all he sees of the evils of the time,
yet he is of an optimistic temper, still believing that "God's in His Heaven; all's
light with the world." Particularly is he finn in the conviction that the American, for
all his obvious faults, is right thinking, generous and honestly disposed.

This guiding figure, the personality of the magazine, appeared in red coat, bell in hand, on
every cover and in vignettes at the head of each department.

Robelt's music contributions to the magazine were shaped by principles that favored free
expresslOn.

The Bellman will not accept passes to the theatre or to any other form of public
entertainment. Its writers, both on dramatic and musical topics, pay the full, regular
price for tickets and are not under the slightest obligation to actors or managers.8

As can be seen by the example below, Robert took full advantage of The Bellman's
independence of opinion. He allowed himself to be severe in cliticism ("she has passed too
much time in the church choir") or lavish in praise ("one of the treasures of the town"). He
could also defend certain personal positions such as singing primarily in English, playing
original piano works not transcriptions, or avoiding "characterless" compositions. He
refused to indulge in ephemeral accounts of concert after conceit.

Now it seems to me that, in view of the musical activity, the established condition
of well equipped musicians and musical organizations among us, it should be no
longer necessary that these musicians and organizations remain the sole subjects of
interest, enthusiasm or unqualified praise. Minneapolis is no longer a village. The
time of our musically starved appetites is past, and there is nothing musically
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criminal if we entertain in our minds something besides utter and complete gratitude
for the privilege of giving time and money to the hearing of concerts. 9

Robelt saw no reason why space should be taken with reviews solely of the "reproductive"
pelformers who could be expected to perform well and conscientiously: "That all the glory
and honour of the music should be passed into their hands is as preposterous as would be
the demand of a minister of the gospel that all the glory and honour of heaven be rendered
unto him, the expounder." It was the composer and the composition, the very source of
music, that Robert hoped to elucidate.

Among a large class of people the habit of concert going is already sufficiently long
established to betoken an interest in public music deeper than mere personal
curiosity to see and hear the artist. Nor is the audience of today solely concerned
with the manner and quality of the performance. There is among us a steadily
increasing estimate of the value of this art and a growing desire, not only for more
frequent hearing and intimate acquaintanceship, but for a better and fuller
understanding of the beauties and messages that music brings. 10

During the early years of the magazine, Robert reported mainly upon music in the
immediate area but with occasional essays on music elsewhere in Europe or America. 11 In
addition to Robelt Gale, writers such as Helen C. Mansfield, the New York cOlTespondent,
covered activities in other centers. 12 Gradually Robert found himself
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NOTE: The lkllmnn ,,,,ill not nrrr'pf pn."t'l('!'1 to the
theatre qr to nllY olher form of pnhlic ellh'rtnill
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The seeonll eoneert given hy the
Johnson :--[usie Schoo! faculty, on No
vemherl :l, hrought f,)rlh a very mis
celhneous programme. Messrs. Bliss.,
Hals and Hansom opened with two
movements from the Gade trio, 01'. 42,
for piano, violin anrl 'cello. The pl'r
formance evideneed reasonahle prcpa
rn.tion and Irave to the 1:trge aurliencc
that delight lind charm that lies in
Glide's Irm('eful n1l'lody lind flowing,
natllr:t1 style.

The "ocal department has rcecin:d
marked reinforcement in securing :-'[rs.
\\', N. Porteous of this city an(l ;\f rs,
l\'Onlllln Nash :-'[efarran of St. Paul.
The hUer, in her singing o!' Handel's
~\rherc E'er You \ralk," and the
"Chanson Dc Florian," hy Godard,
cxhihited a nice soprano ,'oiee, hut one
lackinlr in fulluess of quality :\lId quan
tity fora successful concert singer. ffer
inclination to slur, lilek of precision in
nttaek and general style leads me to
snspeet thrrt she hrrs pa~scd too much
time in the ehur('h choir.

Mrs. Porteous's ,'oice we all know
and count it one of the trerrSllres of the
town·-hut why sing songs in a forcilrn
language? No country, other than
ours, that calls itself musieal, will re
ceive son irS 01' opera in rr tongue not
its own, At least not at the hands of
fclloweountrymen: I have even heard
an eminent English tenor promptly
hissed hy a German rrudienee for sing
ing Handel in English, even thoulrh
the orilrinlll setting was made in that
lanlruage,

The idea thnt seems to be prevrrlent
among our American singers is to ren
der the bulk of what they sing in a
language that the public does not un
derstand, with jnst enollirh Enlrlish to
let us know that they reeogni7:e the
fact that there really are some worthy
songs in our language and that it is
possihle for them to sinlr a song in their
native tongue.

"'hen Amer;cnn singers fully reali7.e
the extent to whir'h th is practice weak
ens the art they cnltivnte nnd woul(l
propagate, we will hear them singing
in English and, in 11Ilderst:l11ding what
they al'e singing ahout. cakh a fuller
value from the expression of song.

\Yith two pianists, Messrs. Johnson
and Bliss, appearing upon the pro
g-rnlTl111C, it was a disappointment not
to herrr a piano composition. \Yhy
only Lis7.t tmnscriptions of orchestral
com posi tions?

Charles M. I-Jolt's reading' of
Tennyson's "Lady of ShaloU," to
Jnnsic composed and played by Arthur
Koerncr, was sincere, artistic and
effective. and did 111ueh to lift the
evening 'out of the atmosphere of rrn
ad vertising concert,

St. Panl is certainly enjoying its new
:';ymphony Orchestra, The first of the
weekly popular concerts took place at
the l\[ etropolit:m Opem House on Sun
day, Novemher 18.

':\1 r. Veuth, the soloist of the after
noon, who is first concertmaster of the
new orehestm, acquitted himself with
credit as II Violinist, but his "Scotch
Ilhapsodie" WI\S rather characterless.
consisting of mild vrrrirrtions on sevcral
:';coteh airs, a pamphrase on "Anld
Lang Sync" and concluding with a
plim-him, operatic coda.

:-'fr. Emanuel's composition was
sounrl and thoroughly nice.

On Tuesday evening the St. Paul
Choral Club, assisted by the orchestra,
Mr. EmnTlud tlirecting, gave Berlioz's
.. Damnation of Faust."

\Yhile Berlio7.'s work is not as effect
ive as either C;ounod's "Faust" or
Boito's ":-'1 efistofcle," yet it is prob
ably the strongest work treating the
suhject that is adaptable to the con
cert platform.

Berlioz called his work a "dramatic
legend," and, as it was given, it con
sists of nincteen scenes.

It is rather remarkable that, in spite
of the fact thrrt Berlio7. never misses
the keynote in his composition-his
mmie is true to every character Ilnd
situation--yct scrrrcely a single num
her I1mong the nineteen scenes of this
great work is possessed of sufficient
virtue to have led it away into the
concert halls apart from the work
given as a whole.

The solo parts were takcn hy i\Jrs.
Marie Zimmerman, Edward .Tohn
son, Fmneis Roscnthal and Herbert
\VitherspooTl. The performance was
excellent. Rohert Griggs Gale.

Gale's column in The Bellman
for 24 November 1906
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more and more hampered by poor eyesight and relinquished his post to writers such as
Henry Adams Bellows, Grace Hodsdon Boutelle and J. G. Stubbs who moved beyond the
conservative Leipzig-like view of Gale and wrote again of performers and tentatively of the
"modems" such as Schonberg or composers associated with the Nijinsky Ballet in Paris. 13

Robert Gale had developed glaucoma rather early in life. A doctor in Leipzig had assured
him that it was only a "disease of youth" that would disappear with age. When he returned
to the United States, he had an operation for the condition but was left with impaired
vision. He had to admit that his eyes would not stand the close work required for criticism
or composition. Much to his sorrow, Robert abandoned his beloved music and in 1918
turned to his other passion-trout fishing and rod making-thereby becoming immersed in
that altogether Minnesota avocation, "going north," establishing himself at French River on
the North Shore of Lake Superior as icthyologist and superintendent of one of the six state
fish hatcheries. He took a grand piano "up north" and enjoyed lots of singing.
Occasionally, husband and wife played some duets. Above all they enjoyed fishing,
skating, tobogganing, and trips within the forest. In that outdoor spot, Robert served for
twenty years, retiring in ]938. 14

000

Harlow Stearns Gale joined the Minneapolis Daily News which began publication 5
August 1903 as "The People's Newpaper," the voice of Democratic ideas against the rather
solid block of Republicanism in the established press. A commercial venture of the Clover
Leaf League-the Des Moines News, St. Paul Nefvs, Omaha News, Minneapolis News
and Kansas City World-it boasted that it would cover happenings "as news, not as news
fattened with comment and opinions." Harlow, seeking a voice and now a firm believer in
the socialist ideas of the William Monis stamp, welcomed the opportunity to work with this
evening daily which seemed a threat to the establishment

It appears, that only a few years of the Minneapolis Daily News have been preserved.
We can, however, find the tenor of Gale's writing by examining the undated carbon copies
of his articles preserved in the University of Minnesota Archives, a major pOltion of which
were saved by Professor Johannes Riedel.

Harlow believed that public attention attention focused unduly on the orchestral repe110ry
to the detriment of other genres. It was true that proud Minnesota musicians writing for the
national or regional magazines such as Musical Courier, Musical America, or Music
(Chicago) found that the symphonic concerts had greater eclat and therefore rep01ted them
more frequently and more fully than other local items.

Harlow recognized that, in the drive to make a reputation, the Minneapolis Symphony
leaned heavily upon certain warhorses, especially the works of Tschaikowsky that
"pathological Russian-and most particularly upon Tschaikowsky's Pathhique, that
"hectic and dismal" work.J5 Gale, with his customary bold attitude, protested by staying
home on the nights when the Pathhique was played but continued to write a review.
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Isn't is a sacrilegious distortion of all m1 values to make an all-program triumvirate
of Beethoven, Wagner and Tschaikowsky? Is an all-Mendelssohn or Mozart
program enough for children? Aren't Bach and Brahms as worthy as
Tschaikowsky? For one I cannot endure the adulation of this morbid, hectic, dismal
composer, in his being played by our orchestra far more, in proportion to his
works, than anyone of his ten vastly higher forerunners." 16

As we might expect, he gave prominence to chamber music.

It is not generally known that there is a greater wealth of the highest music for
modest combinations of from two to eight string and wind instruments than in all
the symphony and orchestral works togt~iher. Beethoven's 10 sonatas for the violin
and piano, 5 sonatas for the cello and piano, 7 trios for piano, violin and cello, 16
string quartets, and his septet form a greater quantity of the same highest quality
than his 9 symphonies. The same enumeration could be made for Haydn, Mozart,
Schubert, possibly Mendelssohn and Schumann, up to Brahms' 5 sonatas for either
violin or cello and piano, 5 piano trios, IO string or piano quartets or quintets, and
2 string sextets, as against his 4 symphonies.

He raised Beethoven to the empyrean and considered his nine symphonies to be "the
world's noblest musical heritage," an achievement to rank with those of "Aeschylus, Plato,
Michael Angelo, Raphael, Shakespeare, Kant, Goethe, Browning, Ibsen and Emerson."!7
His opinions stemmed not only from the musical content of the works but from their
psychological effect of "the highest ideas and emotions of the human mind and heart."

As Huxley broadened the 0l1hodox view of life by showing that there was far more
difference between the brains of the lowest and the highest man than there was
between the lowest man and the highest ape, so Beethoven's gigantic development
from his First to his Ninth Symphonies will always be one of the psychological
marvels of individual growth when compared to the close mental relationship to his
honored precursors. IS

Gale often found more satisfaction in the honest striving of student perfonners than in
the polished professionalism of the symphony. At his most extreme, Gale even advocated
disbanding the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra in whose repertory he found too many
things that seemed superficial. He failed to understand the slow education of an audience,
the growth from Pop Concerts into the serious repertory.19 By 1916, in the face of new
and challenging compositions and with the World War threatening his lofty belief in
German values, his established and unvarying canon,20 Gale gave up regular reviewing.

After Harlow Stearns Gale retired from newspaper rep0l1ing, he assumed the role of an
elder statesman content to cultivate domestic chamber music in his rooms near the
university-or as he put it "on the fringe of a university."2! He aspired to be a member of
an "honorary collegiate colony" that "glowed with a halo of literary and historical fame"
such as the one surrounding Harvard. From his Stube, his sitting room of good
fellowship, he wrote an article on "Musical Education" in which he set the ideas and
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emotions of art-nobility, purity, ethical struggle, grace, love, friendship, strength
against those that came from lower natural instincts-decoration, success, imitation,
novelty, admiration, display, jealousy. Along with Ruskin he believed that the greatest art
was that which conveyed "the greatest number of the greatest ideas,"-naturally to be
found in that "culture-music" for which he had battled all these years.

This "greatest-greatest" would be the goal of musical education. When he compared the
teaching of music with the teaching of an art such as literature, he was distressed "to see
how the lower aesthetic values preponderate" for music. Far too many musicians seemed
on the "literary plane of elocutionists, displaying themselves and their organs, rather than
the higher values of art works." Once again he referred to the local situation without
naming it specifically.

A census of some 500 teachers of music in a city of 300,000 people gave only
about twenty per cent who had become known to a constant attendant at all concerts
for many years. And, of these 100 known music teachers, only about twenty had
proved that they knew enough good music to give a recital program. This situation,
too, where there was the stimulus of a symphony orchestra, a chamber music
society, several choral clubs and music schools, and a university department of
music. Thus the great mass of teachers, absorbed in the difficulties of their
instruments, seldom rose higher in aesthetic emotions than accomplishment.22

His own education, in contrast, had been as an amateur and the results gave him great
personal satisfaction. Once again he offered radical-and thoroughly impractical
solutions to the short-comings as he perceived them.

a. Suppress the hoard of private music teachers and discourage music as a
business.
b. Separate the making of professional musicians from musical culture.
c. Relegate the production of professional soloists, chorus singers, and orchestral
players to authorized conservatories of music.
d. Incorporate the cultural teaching of music into our high schools and colleges.
e. Teach the musical classics and their composers instead of the instruments.
f. Cultivate chamber music more than all other forms together, by small groups of
students playing in combinations of duets, trios and quartets, and in hearing each
other, their teachers' or professional quartets.
g. Give courses in the texts to Wagner's works, in the lyrics to songs, and in the
literary writings and letters of the composers.
h. Teach by example and precept the collection and use of music libraries.
i. Show that the highest function of music is in the home rather than in the concert
hall.
j. Music for adults and especially for men. 23

The last item, "music for adults and especially for men," needs more explanation
particularly in our present-day search for gender equality. Gale believed women unsuited
for music unless it be for display!

Solos are their musical field rather than ensemble; they like to be the central or
exclusive object of attention; they use music as an adornment to gain admiration. In
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short: women's music is far more largely a gesture for praise than an internal
happiness to be shared with others.24

He lived in a time when music was in sheer numbers of practitioners overwhelmingly
cultivated by young women, and though he had many notable examples before him of
women musicians with great depth of feeling, he conveniently shoved these aside in his
struggle to make men believe that music was truly manly.25 In the process he was not only
"unchivalrous" as he put it, but downright nasty and unseeing. He claimed that "women
have naturally far less imagination and sympathy with each other than men" and that for
singing "they lack physically the wide range of pitch, quality and power necessary for
stronger emotion."26 Could he possibly equate this with his love of Wagnerian opera? Had
he totally forgotten the Brlinnhildes and Sieglindes?

He could easily toss off such statements as: "[women] scatter down an easy path ... to the
long and dull game of playing house and nurse-maid." So besot was he with German ways
that he took for granted that men played their music "while the "women sit about quietly at
crocheting."27 So was it for the Hausfrau! And for the Kinder, "only until the emotions of
adolescence push for expression is it worth while to try a healthy outlet thru their fiddles
and piano-not a ukelele, saxophone, flute or harp-into grown-up and lasting music."28
Gale and his wife gradually came to live completely separate lives. Not unsurprising!

Setting aside these unsavory quirks, let us return to his utopian precepts for musical
education. His system would bring music into the life of each person [we must assume
male] and should produce a cultured populace eager to experience "Joy, Joy, beautifully
and divinely created Daughter of Elysium, we enter drunk with passion, thou Heavenly
One, thy Kingdom!" Such was Gale's fond hope-but unfortunately a hope bounded by
the severe music of Leipzig and Harlow's inability to move out of the styles of the
cultivated generation and into the new styles emerging after World War One.

He was keeper of a heritage. Even as he saw the moderns approaching, he feared the
destruction of the past. As Willa Cather, another of his generation who valued the same
German tradition, said of the promising young men caught at the same moment of change:

... they made a career of destroying the past. The only new thing they offered us
was contempt for the old. Then began the flood of belittling biography which has
poured over us ever since. We were told how shallow had been all the great
philosophers, what educated dullards were Goethe, Rousseau, Spinoza, Pascal.
Shakespeare and Dante were easily disposed of; the one because he was somebody
else, the other because he was a cryptogram and did not at all mean to say what the
greatest lines in the Italian language make him say. Able research work was done
on the bodily diseases and physical imperfections of Beethoven, Schubert, Hugo
Wolf, and all the German composers. Not even their teeth were overlooked. Is this
a natural, unprejudiced way to study historY?29

By the time of World War I, Gale was nearly sixty years old and found, as Cather did, that
people under forty had little interest in his views. Like Cather, Gale might have said, "The
world broke in two in 1922 or thereabouts, and the persons and prejudices here recalled in
these sketches slid back into yesterday's seven thousand years."30
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Hiking gave him needed relief from a life that lacked the inspiring challenges of the
forefront. He joined the club fanned at the instigation of Theodore Wirth, father of the park
system of Minneapolis, in 1920. To the Minnehikers, he was "Daddy Gale" who could be
depended upon for endurance and for setting a good pace. At first the hikers explored
around the cities but gradually they set out on treks in picturesque parts of the state and
eventually had house parties, service pins, rules, and special songs. It was not an
organization for the timid. In 1932 for example they went on 107 hikes. 31

He also found relief from considering himself outmoded by keeping to the "amateur"
path, a way that he followed in other pursuits than music. A long-time member and
frequent secretary of the Minnesota Academy of Science,32 Gale failed to understand that
professional "teams" were rapidly replacing single amateurs. By 1900, it became apparent
that the Academy was out of step. Yet Harlow Gale, one of the "old guard," gave in 1906
an impassioned address extolling the amateurs. Despite the efforts of Dean Wulling of the
University of Minnesota College of Pharmacy-another music lover-the Academy, a
guardian of old values, gradually declined until it was dissolved in 1929.

Gale's own scientific work veered in the same antiquated direction. His early work,
following and even anticipating then-current psychological study, fell by the wayside. He
contented himself with what might be called "observational and self-discovery
psychology." His article on musical education of 1917 relied only on a pseudo
questionnaire that was more opinion than fact. His "Psychology of Native Sons" of 1919
mixed nostalgic revery with conclusions that were uplifting in tone but which were
essentially judgments33 and which told more about him than they did about psychology or
even the sons themselves. He maintained that a native son "is doomed to a life of nightmare
trivial memories from his boyhood's companions and environment unless he can keep
these memories in historical storage compartments by an overshadowing superstructure of
travel and education"34-as Gale did in England and Germany. The native son should not
drift "into an hereditary business or profession, founded on frontier speculation or
exploitation," but on the basis of his wider knowledge "found a tuberculosis hospital, a
good citizen's club, or a symphony orchestra, build a settlement house, father a mycology
or geology club, or be a quiet example of sweet companionship found in good books and
music." Guess who the latter might be? The "continuity of old settlers' family names can
form a true aristocracy of ability, congeniality and helpfulness" so that the native son's
"pettiness and crude vigor" can be grafted upon "cosmopolitan breadth and refinement" to
form the "truest and strongest type of American citizenship"-Galc' s understanding of how
the vernacular and cultured streams of American thought could be reconciled.

In these late years from the end of the World War I until Gale's death at the end of 1944,
he likewise found congeniality with students and professors who, recognizing his pioneer
efforts for music and science, came to seek advice from Papa Gale. Of all his endeavors,
his music hours were the most sacred to him.
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We have gathered together every week, or twice for some periods, all the year
round. Sunday mornings are the best and freshest three hours; mostly in my
"Stube," a copy of the Harvard House in Stratford,35 with its library of classic
Chamber-Music, symphonies, songs, Wagner, biographies; with walls of its three
rooms covered with pictures of the great composers, with three sets of double
music-stands never moved, and with a good-toned $17 piano. Curled up on
couches or on the floor would be some half-dozen sympathetic listeners, or perhaps
more romantically sympathetic with each other. During the pauses of our 3-hour
weekly bout a five-pound sack of peanuts would be set in the middle of the
listeners' room, with apples and chocolet, together with a "Holy Grail" bronze
container as a symbol of our brotherhood as well as to catch our cores, shucks, and
Hersey wrappings. In the midst of flashes of bright talk our shark on "Relativity,"
as on the cello, would demonstrate the then brand new Einstein theory on the floor
with oranges and peanuts. What kindred flights of imagination to Beethoven's
stratosphere and the endless Beyond! 36

We cannot help but note that he does not mention any of the "modem" composers that
Professor His had discovered.

At this point, we must depart from the final musical member of the Gale family. Despite
the blind spots that we see all too clearly, in retrospect, we must marvel at the pertinacity
and goading power by which Harlow Gale at the tum of the century pushed Minnesota into
the modern psychological sciences and into that music which formed the basic repel10ry for
the cultured generation. He took his inherited family position of leadership seriously and
became a builder of the community taste even though he could never bequeath buildings
and organizations that the aristocrats of wealth could provide. We can leave him at age
eighty, having sounded the wakeup call, still striding out to meet the world confident and
smiling, ready to battle for "his" and his generation's musical and scientific beliefs.
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"For boys from 8 to 80 is the series of hikes July 21 during Aquatennia1 week when
members of the Minneapolis Municipal Hiking club lead the way in a series of three mile
hikes to city parks. Getting in a little early practice is Roger Gillett, 8, of 411 Eighth St.
S.E., who takes a turn about the university campus with Harlow Gale, 80, of lOOO
University Ave. S.E." (Minneapolis Daily Times, 6 July 1942, Photo by Tommy Lee)

Courtesy, The Minneapolis Room, Minneapolis Public Library
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Notes to Chapter 1

1 Harlow Steams Gale, "A Pioneer Father," Typescript in the Harlow S. Gale file of the
University of Minnesota Archives, pp. 1-2.

2 Mrs. Cushman (1841-1927) was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark, a pioneer
family from New York State, founding members of Plymouth Congregational Church who
arrived in Mineapolis in 1856 to build the first Hennepin County Courthouse.

3 The Gale Family was long established in New England beginning with Richard Gale
who homesteaded in Watertown in 1640. The family can be traced in Lilly B. Caswell's
The History of the Town of Royalston. Massachusetts. (Royalston: By the town, 1917)
and in two books by George Gale, the Gale Family Records (1866) and Genealogy of the
Gale Family (1863).

4 Journal of Samuel Chester Gale, entry of 18 January 1854. On 11 October, 10
November, and 25 November he expressed his thoughts on science, at one point writing
that the lectures on chemistry unfolded a "new world." In the entry of 16 September 1853,
he voiced his suspicion of the "Dead Language System.."

5 History of the Town ofMillbury, Massachusetts. (Millbury: By a Committee Appointed
by the Town, 1915), p. 316

6 Ibid.

7 By 1851, Millbury Academy had been replaced by a Public High School.

8 Information from the archives of Union College supplied by the Schaffer Library of the
college. The college has records only of his last three months therc. The figure of 2 ycars
and 3 months comes from records of his son, Harlow Gale. It was possible to enter Union
College and transfer work from elsewhere but 3 months alone is an implausible attendance.

9 "A New Englander Looks at St. Anthony," Hampshire Gazette, 9 August 1856,
published in Theodore C. Blegen and Philip D. Jordan, With Various Voices, (Saint Paul:
Itasca Press, 1949), pp. 222-223.

10 This is the same year in which James J. Hill anived in St. Paul.

11 Within a short time after the arrival of Samuel, the brothers were joined by their older
brother Amery who became pastor of the First Baptist Church and soon missionary-at-Iarge
for Minnesota.

12 Harlow Augustus Gale, Minneapolis, A Short Reversal of Human Thought, being the
letters and diary of Mr. Harlow A. Gale, 1857 to 1859 arranged and edited by his wzfe,
(Minneapolis: ptinted privately for his grandchildren, c. 1922), p. 10.

13 His poem "Westward the March of Man" sung at the Old Settlers' Association meeting
22 February 1872 (from the Isabel Gale scrapbook in University of Minnesota Archives):
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In the dawning East when the world was young,
And man the fresh Emth trod,

And the morning stars together sang
To call his thoughts to God;

Then wond'ring there,
With anxious prayer,

He cried to the rising sun
Oh orb djvine!
This child of thine

Lead on, till the day is done.

So with all fear behind and hopes before,
His westward march began,

Till the "course of empjre" reached this shore
In the grand old March of Man.

And his foot fall ling,
Throbs the ear as we sing,

While the race goes sweeping by
For "On to the West
Wjth all that js best,"

Peals up from the earth to the sky.

Then tenting an hour, midway 'tween the shores
Touch hands and hearts today,

Strew laurel behind, plant roses before
To crown and bless the way.

May the Christ of the East
Gjrd the world with his peace,

Help us live all the love that we can,
That the beat of each heart
May keep step as we part,

In the Westward March of Man.

14 Frank G. O'Brien, "Favorite Pioneer Hvmns," in Minnesota Pioneer Sketches,
(Minneapolis: The Housekeeper Press, 1904), p. 220.

15 O'Brien, "The Old-Time Singing Schoo!," in Pioneer Sketches, pp. ]86-187.

]6 Ibid.

17 Louise Chapman, "The First Fifty Years of Music in Minneapolis, 1850-1900,"
Typescript in the Minneapolis Room of the Minneapolis Public Library. See entries for 19
Nov. 1852,26 Nov. 1853,4 Mar. & 6 May 1854,24 Mar. 1855, 14 Oct. 1856, 12 Jan. &
21 Oct. 1858, 2 Feb. 1859, and 26 Apr. 1860.

18 The story, based on the Hutchinson records, is told by Philip D. Jordan, Singin'
Yankees, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1946), pp. 194-199, and by Carol
Brink, Harps in the Wind, (New York: Macmillan, 1947), pp. ]64-173.

19 Harlow Augustas Gale, Minneapolis, p.9.

20 A convention was like a singing school in that it intended to teach, however, it was a
one-time event (though perhaps extending over a number of days) in which the participants
prepared selected music for a concert. As such, it generally attracted singers who had
already developed their reading abilities.
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21 The word was often spelled quartette until the twentieth century. The Thursday
Musicale of Minneapolis, for example, eventually adopted Thursday Musical. The use of
"French" endings conveyed a certain loftiness or as Arthur Loesser once said, "the stale
odor of swank." More toward the turn of the century when "America" was the rallying cry,
such constructions, often neither French nor English, were abandoned.

22 St. Paul and Minneapolis Pioneer Press, 22 June 1890. See also Jerome S.
Kleinsasser, Nineteenth-Century Twin City Choral Activities, (University of Minnesota
Doctoral Dissertation, 1972) Chapter VI on 'the church choirs of the Twin Cities.

23 Harlow Augustas Gale, Minneapolis, p. 25.

24 By George Alexander Lee (1802-1851), an English theater composer.

25 The poem is by Longfellow and the music by Isaac B. Woodbury (1819-1858),
originally a blacksmith but later, after European study, a music teacher in Boston This
composition is found in many anthologies of favorite songs and lends itself well to male
quartet an'angement.

26 Samuel Gale, "The 'Old Choir;' Reminiscences by one of them," in Leavitt H. Hallock, Fifty
Years of Plymouth Church, Minneapolis, Minnesota, (Minneapolis: Hall, Black, 1907), p. 71.

27 Ibid.

28 The others were Thomas Hale Williams, Hute, Claus A. Widstrand, violin, B. E.
Messer, violin, and George N. Morgan, cornet.

29 O'Brien, "A Musical Reminiscence," in Pioneer Sketches, pp. 243-244.

30 I am anglicizing the French word melon1fwe.

31 St. Paul and Minneapolis Pioneer Press, 22 June 1890.

32 Harlow Augustus Gale, Minneapolis, p.5l.

33 Journal entry of January 1859.

34 Harlow Stearns Gale, "A Pioneer Father," Typescript in the Harlow S. Gale file of the
University of Minnesota Archives, pp. 1-2.

35 Isabel Gale Letters: 1888-1889, Letter 19-22 November 3: "This is a cold, rainy day,
but went over to the girls this moming about going to church but all were a little indisposed
one way or another so we concluded to spend the time together as we have no time during
the week for visiting. Alice & I sat before the fire, hand in hand, & sang "To All Our
Loved Circle" & then joined by Sade we sang hymn after hymn, After talking a while we
settled down to reading home papers, &c." Letter 33-36 February 6-7: "Sunday was a
beautiful morn, & for the last time I went for Alice on my way to church. As we walked on
to church we were in such good spirits we could not but sing, & so chose 'To all our loved
circle, &c" Alice humming the soprano & I the alto. We were just in time to get good
seats."

36 Shuey soon moved to St. Mark's Episcopal Church where he enjoyed a long tenure.
For further on Schuey, consult Appendix A, A fair number of his compositions are extant.

37 Published in 1895 by Oliver Ditson Company in their Sacred Selections.

38 See the Sans Souci Scrapbook for clippings of the period. Miss Sans Souci was
organist toward the end of the nineties.

39 See Kleinsasser, p. 573.

40 The Forbes entry in the Old Log Book of the Evergreen Club, honorary music society
of Minneapolis.
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41 Keler-B6la (1820-1882), composer of dance music and leader of several dance and spa
orchestras. The Lustspiel Ovel1ure was his best-known work.

42 Franz von Suppe (1819-1895), as Keler-Bela, a student in Vienna, composer of many
operettas and leader of theater orchestras.

43 Christopher Bach of Milwaukee who later brought his orchestra to play at one of the
Minneapolis Expositions.

44 Harlow Stearns Gale, "A Pioneer Father," p. II.

45 See the various advertisements collected by Isabel Gale, Harlow A. Gale's daughter,
and pasted into her scrapbook-now deposited in the University of Minnesota Archives
after being presented to the Music Depal1ment.

46 Minneapolis Tribune, 22 June 1877.

47 Minneapolis Tribune, 13 April 1878.

48 When the building was finished, the Y.M.C.A. took over the entire second floor for an
office and hall and there remained no more room for the dime concerts. The hall, soon
made famous by an appearance of Henry Ward Beecher, later became the headqual1ers of
the Salvation Almy in Minneapolis.

49 Minneapolis Tribune, 13 april 1878.

50 Leib had arrived in the cities in 1875, was appointed vice-president for Minnesota of
the Music Teachers National Association in 1882. Before arriving in Minnesota, he had
been in Quincy, Illinois, where in 1871 his son was kidnapped and despite all efforts was
never found even after Leib formed an association to recover children. This experience left
him carrying a "deep sorrow that made him gentle and forbearing." Leib left Minnesota in
1885 to go to Kansas City where he established an oratOlio society and an endowment fund
for sick or aged musicians, the Leib Honor Fund.

51 Another example of the swanky phrase.

52 According to Sherman the cantata by William B. Bradbury, possibly the Handel work.

53 H. S. Gale, "A Pioneer Father," p. 3. The Ladies Quartet, sometimes known as the
Cecilian Quartett, consisted of Miss Florence Barton (who was the Gale daughters' piano
teacher) Mrs. J. H. Clark, Mrs. C. M. Cushman, and Mrs. A. C. Dewitt.

54 H. S. Gale, "A Pioneer Father," pp. 5-6.

55 They were forced to surrender a Life Insurance Policy upon the life of Harlow
Augustus and in order to recover any money which would have been payable to Harlow
Stearns, Elizabeth had to petition the coul1s for guardianship of her son. See the Hennepin
County Letters of Guardianship, 732, 1 August 1879. The situation was probably not as
bleak as his son Harlow related it because his sons and daughter were all able to study
abroad for extended periods seemingly with no help from their richer relatives. It is
possible that Harlow Steams may have felt keenly the gulf between himself and his cousin,
Edward Chenery Gale, who built a fine mansion on Stevens Avenue (now the home of the
Minneapolis branch of the American Association of University Women).

56 Harlow, born 29 June 1862, was named for his maternal grandmother, Catherine
Stearns who married Dr. Leavitt Griggs, a Congregational minister. Isabel was born 28
August 1865. Robe11, born 18 October 1870 was named for his maternal grandfather, Dr.
Griggs. William Goddard, born 20 October 1873, was named for his paternal great
grandmother, Tamar Goddard Gale. He died in early adulthood. The Gale family goes back
to revolutionary days. Samuel was a member of the Minnesota Society of the Sons of the
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American Revolution. See Application 28-Minnesota, 14 May 1890. William Goddard died
at age 24 in March of 1898.
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Notes to Chapter 2

1 Harlow S. Gale, "An Ontogenetic Musical Development," The Minnesota Magazine, 8
(1902), p. 236. This April 1902 issue was devoted almost entirely to music. The
information on Gale's involvement with the al1 is taken primarily from this source.

2 The hymn is by Philip Doddridge, the tune known as 'Dennis" by Hans Georg Naegeli.
It is most often sung as "Blest Be the Tie that Binds."

3 Glee clubs and their attendant plucked-string groups were a way of advel1ising colleges
and cementing school support. Both Harvard and Yale sent groups to the Twin Cities, for
instance, Harvard appeared in Minneapolis 27 December 1909 with a distinguished list of
local patrons, many of them Minneapolis Symphony supporters, Yale came on 27
December 1910. Christmas vacation was a favorite season for these touring groups. The
vogue for the guitar, banjo, mandolin and such plucked strings, most pronounced during
the 80s, 90s, and through at least World War I, was marked in the Twin Cities by
appointments to teaching positions within the Northwestem Conservatory and SL Agatha's
Conservatory. Blondina Smith, teacher of all these instruments, became very popular in
the St. Paul area and had special summer classes at her home in Dellwood. She remained
active into the 1920s and beyond especially among the wealthy of Dellwood. The author
studied with her briefly in the declining years of the movement.

4 See Arthur Loesser, Men, Women and Pianos, (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1954), pp. 267-283; Judith Tick, "Passed Away Is the Piano Girl: Changes in American
Musical Life, 1870-1900" in Jane Bowers and Judith Tick, eds., Women Making Music:
The Western Art Tradition, 1150-1950, (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1986), pp. 325
348;andinf.

5 Gale "Ontogenetic Development," p. 228. His aspirations were dashed at Yale when he
did not qualify for the Freshman Glee Club.

6 H. S. Gale, "A Pioneer Father," p. 3.

7 This visit is reported by Alfred S()derstrom in Minneapolis Minnen, (Minneapolis:
Soderstrom, 1899), pp. 309-314.

8 Gale "Ontogenetic Development,"p. 230.

9 Ibid., p. 231.

10 Harlow S. Gale, "A Yale Education Versus Culture," The Pedagogical SemJnary,
March 1902, pp. la-II.

11 Gale, "Ontogenetic Development," p. 231.

12 Gale, "Yale Education," p. 23 I.

13 Neither brother can be found in lists of official registrants. Private study was not
unusual.

14 Stanford (1852-1924) was at this time also organist of Trinity College, Cambridge, as
well as Professor of Music at the Royal College of Music and conductor of the college
orchestra. He had recently received honorary doctorates from Oxford and Cambridge.

15 Gale, "Ontogenetic Development," p. 233.

16 Gale, "Music for Men," pp. 3-4. Gale follows this immediately in a sort of free
association by an example of an American professor who had similar musical interests:
"After John Fiske had picked up the piano alone in his middle teens, he played away at
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works like Mozart's Twelfth Mass, "just to see what they were like" and composed a
number of religious works. Amid his later intellectual strain he found great relief and
relaxation in music, usually taking after luncheon and dinner a sort of "musical siesta," in
which he progressed from the slow movements of sonatas to complete ones of Beethoven,
to Chonin nocturnes, and Schubert works. There was a violent agitation of the musical air
about Harvard from Fiske's special music-room when his sonorous bass voice of wide
compass sang by hours at the great song cycles of Schubert. Prof. J. K. Paine testifies:
"In brief, music was his great passion. Next to his love for his family was his love for
music and nothing gave him more happiness. In speaking of a future life he always
associated it with music."

17 Gale, "A Typical Adolescent Religious Experience," Journal ofAdolescence, p. 21.
The explanation of Gale's beliefs is drawn from this source

18 Gale reported this interview in "The Pastor's' Office' ," International Socialist Review,
2 (l June 1902), pp. 849-860. Gale's candor on these matters is unusual but seems to
spring from his earnest desire to "know" and from his constant desire to understand the
underlying basis of human behavior. In writing with such boldness, he undoubtedly
alienated many others. He even reported that upon his suggestion, his brother, Robert
Gliggs Gale, and his college chum, Wiley, became convinced in a similar way.

19 Gale, "Adolescent Experience," pp. 26-27. His impulse toward materialism came in
part from his uncle, Samuel Chester Gale, who, as we have already noted, decried the
Classics Cuniculum of Yale and became awakened in his senior year to emerging scientific
thought. Uncle Samuel in 1858 began to express his delight in the cultured periodical, The
Atlantic Monthly, and as the years went on slanted his reading more and more toward
magazines that explained the sciences and the modern social scene. The cultured
peIiodicals began shortly before 1870 to seriously discuss science in the wake of Darwin's
conclusions. The Atlantic Monthlv added the word science to its subtitle in 1865 and
Harper's began its scientific column in 1869. Popular Science began in 1872 bringing
science to a wider audience than ScientUi"c American which began its modem series in
1859. As early as 1859, Samuel confided to his journal that he got "very little new
information on the scriptures" and was "more confirmed that the words of the Bible are not
God's words and many of the statements not God's statements" though he realized that
these thoughts would have to be kept secret. In the same year, Samuel joined a Reading
Circle which eventually became the Wide Awake Club under his presidency. By the early
1870s, he joined another small group of independent thinkers known as the Liberal League
where a young Unitarian minister from Massachusetts related Darwin and Spencer to
religious life. Out of this grew in 1881 the First Unitarian Society of Minneapolis which
for the next 25 years could boast of Henry Martyn Simmons, the "most popular minister in
Minneapolis." See Wyman Smith, History of the First Unitarian Society, Minneapolis
(typescript of the fellowship dinner speech of 20 January 1965, MHS). In his years in
Minnesota, Samuel carefully pursued his business interests to the position where he could
build a mansion for himself but also present a high school and public library to his wife's
hometown and a Baptist Church to his own town of Royalston. He devoted major energies
to civic enterprise-as founder of the Academy of Natural Sciences, director or board
member of the City Library, Society of Fine Arts, Board of Trade, School Board, and the
Minneapolis Exposition. His son, Edward Chenery Gale, went to Yale the same year as
Harlow Steams and they roomed together there. Edward graduated in 1884 (since he had
already attended the University of Minnesota whereas Harlow had to "prep" to be accepted
at Yale) with election to Phi Beta Kappa as an editor of the Yale Literary Magazine.
Harlow graduated in 1885 and confessed that his difficult financial condition had been
eased by the generosity of Uncle Samuel. Though no written proof seems to exist, it
appears that Samuel (or perhaps Edward Chenery) continued that support throughout much
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of Harlow's extended post-graduate work. The question becomes all the more intriguing
since Harlow's brother, Robert Griggs, also studied for 5 years at Leipzig.

20 David P. Kuna, "The Psychology of Advertising ]896-1916," Ph. D. Dissertation,
University of New Hampshire (1975), pp. 93-94.

21 Gale, "Yale Education," p. 11, "Ontogenetic Development," p. 233. Gale specified
that his musical scores should go to the University of Minnesota Music Department. They
were kept in a professor's studio for many years before the deparunent finally got a music
librarian after World War II. As a consequence, in the interim, many scores were
dispersed.

22 The Gewandhaus (Cloth Hall) had been the site of concerts for many years. In 1781 a
hall was erected especially for music and the original name retained for both hall and
orchestra. Before Gale's arrival, a newer hall was constructed (finished in 1884), which
included a larger auditOlium for the symphony and a smaller hall for chamber music. This
was destroyed in World War II and replaced by a third hall. In Gale's time, the conductor
was Karl Reinecke, composer, pianist, and conductor, teacher of composition at the
Leipzig Conservatory, a man of conservative tastes who admitted very little modem music
to the concerts except that of Brahms. The Thomas Choir of the main Bach church was
noted for its Saturday Motet Concerts under the direction of Wilhelm Rust on Gale's
arrival. In 1892, Gustav Schreck became the Cantor of St. Thomas.

23 H. S. Gale, "A Pioneer Father," p. 1].

24 Richard Crawford, The American Musical Landscape, (Berkeley: University of
California, 1993), pp. 85-90. Crawford recognizes that these two types seldom exist in
their pure form. There is always a subtle interaction between the two. Frequently what
starts out as "accessible" later attracts a following that raises it to an accepted canon and
creates an "authentic" attitude. Gale realized that his father had little sympathy for the
"authentic," purely instrumental music. He also realized how the accessible types, "lighter,
tuneful, vocal, operatic and social elements of music played a great role in his [father's]
cheery, gregarious, and optimistic life." (Gale, "A Pioneer Father," p. 4).

25 Gale, "Ontogenetic Development," p. 234.

26 Gale, "Music for Men," typescript in the University of Minnesota Archives, p. 3.

27 Ibid.

28 Noah P0l1er, The Human Intellect, (New York: Scribner, Armstrong, 1868).

29 Quarter-Centenary Record of the Class of 1885, Yale University, (New Haven:
Published for the Class, 1913) p. 195.

30 Daniel E. Rider, "The Musical Thought and Activities of the New England
Transcendentalists," University of Minnesota Doctoral Dissertation ]964, p. 3] O.

31 Quarter-Centenary Record of the Class of 1885, p. 195. The beliefs of the 1840s and
] 850s had not died out by the time Gale attended Yale College-see the poem "The Great
Musician" by Edward Wells in the fale Literar.\! Magazine for 1882 (Vol. 48, p. 341)
picturing the ocean as the musician of nature. Though Gale shared some of the
Transcendental ideals, it is doubtful that Gale shared the passionate love of nature of
someone like Thoreau. Harlow certainly had every opportunity since he claimed that
"during the 13 wandering years of student life I daily either tramped off my muscular
energy to East, West, and Savin Rocks about New Haven, thru the Cambridge fens as far
as Ely, and thru all the Vororte about Leipzig and Berlin," but he quickly added "or I
played tennis with vigor and enthusiasm." Like his mother and father, he had boundless
energy that required "wholesome activity ... artificial work of walking & tennis" that did not
atrophy his "love of useful work," but that skipped rather lightly over more profound
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views of nature. See his "From Competition to Cooperation: An Individual Psychological
Development," typescript in the University of Minnesota Archives, p. 1.
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Notes to Chapter 3

1 Most of Gale's German culture was noble but, even before his German years, he once or
twice made slurring reference to Jews as part of his distaste for cutthroat competition in
business. One wonders how far he absorbed the anti-semitic beliefs of Wagner?

2 Gale thought often in Gem1an. Sometimes this resulted in a quaintness: never taking
breakfast but always Frlihstlick. Gem1ans formed the largest ethnic group in Minnesota at
this time and Gelman language newspapers were common. Gale had frequent opportunities
to speak the language.

3 Miles Tinker, "Progress in Psychology at Minnesota (1890-1953)" Typescript in the
University of Minnesota Archives.

4 The Gopher (Yearbook of the University of Minnesota by the Junior Class), 9 (1896),
p. 264, where the items of each program of the 1894-1895 season are listed.

5 Gale drew upon fundamental experiments and reports of Helmholtz, Koenig, Stumpf,
Riemann, Zahn, Lanier, Gumey, Gilman, and Wallaschek. At this time, it was thought that
definite areas of the brain could be connected with the various sense stimuli, a more one-to
one relationship than is now believed to be the explanation. A short historical summary of
brain research in psychology from the phrenology of Gall and Spurzheim, through the
pioneering work of Piene Flourens, to the later developments of the century is found in
Morton Hunt, The Story of Psychology, (New York: Doubleday, 1993), pp. 102-109.
Gale was so fascinated with brain research that he eventually donated his own brain to his
friend, Lashley, the foremost brain scholar of the day. Whether this wish was carried out at
his death has not been determined.

6 Perhaps a word of caution should be given here. In many respects investigators at this
stage were still semi-philosophers and most frequently were also music lovers who
combined some measurable scientific facts with illustrations drawn from their knowledge
of compositions and composers but with no provable psychological linkage. Thus in this
same concert season, the first year of the university's literary joumal, Minnesota Magazine,
an article appeared on the psychology of music written by the Dean of the Dental School,
W. Xavier Sudduth, reporting on some experiments with the music of Wagner by Dr.
Albert S. Warthin of the University of Michigan purporting to show that the attraction of
music was akin to hypnosis. Much of this diffuse article is taken up with biographer's
accounts of Mozalt's reactions to music!

7 Wagnerism was sweeping Europe and to some extent America at this time. See David C.
Large and William Weber, eds., Wagnerism in European Culture and Politics, (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1984).

8 Donald N. Ferguson, "What is a Musical Idea," MTNA Proceedings (1941), p. 113.

9 Gale Papers in the University of Minnesota Archives. Carlyle Scott of Massachusetts
(1873-1945), trained at Lyndon Institute [Vermont] and at the Leipzig University and
Conservatory 1895-1897 (Student #6910). He was a private student of (1898-1901) and
assistant to Robert Teichmliller, the noted Leipzig piano teacher. Scott built the Music
Department of the University of Minnesota after its founder Emil Oberhoffer gave up after
two years, 1902-1904. Scott took over in 1904 and worked essentially single-handedly
until 1913 when he began to add faculty. He remained head of the department until his
retirement in 1942. He obtained a music building in 1921-22. Upon his death, the hall was
named Scott Hall in honor of Carlyle and his wife, Vema Golden Scott, the founder of the
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concert series, University Artist Course, and business manager of the Minneapolis
Symphony, 1930-38.

10 Poems by Arthur Upson & George Norton Northrop (Minneapolis: Edmund D.
Brooks, 19(2), Number IV.

11 The Collected Poems of Arthur Upson, ed. Richard Burton, 2 vols., (Minneapolis:
Edmund D. Brooks, 1909), Vol. 2, p. 148.

12 Poems by Arthur Upson & George Norton Northrop, Number XX.

13 The Filhannonix, a social society of young men who cultivated music, started in 1890.
Another male group, the Apollo Club was formed in 1894 under the leadership of Emil
Oberhoffer. In 1897, these groups became a mixed chorus under Oberhoffer and were
known as The Philharmonc Club. They sang many demanding works which truly required
orchestral accompaniment. In 1903, the need became so acute that a group of businessmen
banded together with the Philharmonic to form the Minneapolis Symphony.

14 Minneapolis Tribune, 23 September 1894.

15 Miss White had returned to New York only 11 days before after a summer of study in
Berlin in the "quiet of her German study-home." She had been singing in Chicago just
before her Minneapolis appearance. She performed Die schone Midlcrin (Minneapolis
Tribune, 17 November 1895).

16 Minneapolis Tribune, 27 October 1895, the series was to begin on 28 October.

17 A musical and literary program was given 23 May 1895 by Miss Nellie Judd, soprano,
and Miss Katerine Everts and others as a testimonial to Gale. See Minneapolis Tribune, 19
May 1895.

18 Minneapolis Tribune, 26 January 1896.

19 Ibid.

20 Ariel, Vol. 18, No. 29 (4 May 1895), pp. 1-2.

21 Minnesota Magazine, Vol. 2 (Nov., Dec., 1895), pp. 64-69,111-118. This essay had
somewhat wide circulation because every self-respecting college or university was now
publishing a literary journal as a medium for student and faculty literature, a report on the
institution but also a place for substantial scholarly anicles and creative essays. The valious
colleges sent copies around the country. In Minnesota, it became customary to publish brief
reports of the contents of out-of-state journals. Gale's lecture became the basis of a similar
address that he gave at the first convention of the Minnesota Music Teachers Association in
1902 when the group considered music in elementary schools, in high schools and in
colleges. On its appearance, this essay was brie11y summarized in the Minneapolis Tribune,
17 November 1895.

22 Gale, "Music in a University-I," The Minnesota Magazine, p. 66.

23 Anna Schoen-Rene, "An Answer." Ariel, Vol. 19, No. 11 (23 November 1895), p.
10.

24 Schoen-Rene, America's Musical Inheritance, (New York: G, P. Putnam, 1941), p.
38.

25 Schoen-Rene, Inheritance, p. 40 tells of her efforts in 1896.

26 This phrase is borrowed from the Gewandhaus motto and the Beethoven "Ode to Joy"
movement of the Ninth Symphony.

27 Zoch, a descendant of a landed family, was born in Theerkeute, Prussia to Carl
Friedrich and Augusta Kanan Zoch in 1843, He studied piano privately and had a classical
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education at the State Gymnasium of Halle and the Thomas Gymnasium of Leipzig. He
attended the Royal Conservatory of Music at Leipzig where he finished a six-year course in
three years. His teachers of piano were Reinecke, Jadassohn and Coccius. He came to
America in 1883, to Minneapolis in 1884. After his retum to Germany, he found himself in
dire straits in the wake of World War 1. His plight was made known to Minneapolis (Gale
translated his letter) and relief funds were sent although with the inflation of the period, it
mattered little. Zoch died at Munich ncar the end of 1920. See the Minneapolis Journal for
19 December 1920 as well as materials in the Harlow Gale papers of University of
Minnesota Archives and the Perfol111ing N1S Collection.

28 His statement is the source of the popular designation of the work as the "Moonlight
Sonata," a title that does not suggest the real mood of the composition especially when one
considers all three movements.

29 Koehler (1850-]917) arrived in Minneapolis in 1893, the same year Gale anived at the
university. He had had a lengthy training in the U.S. and in Munich. He was a founding
member of the Art Student's League and a member of the Arion Society, a German
American musical choral group. See Peter C. Merrill, "Robert Koehler, German Artist in
Minneapolis," Hennepin County History, Vol. 47, No.3 (Summer 1988), pp. 20-27.

30 These are listed in the Illustrated Catalogue of the Third Exhibition, May 8th to May
23d, 1897. The noted architect, John S. Bradstreet was also an associate rather than a full
member. Another faithful member, Frederick 1. Wulling, Dean of the School of Phal111acy
at the State University was later described by Gale as a "model of efficiency, cultural
versatility, and generous modesty." Wulling was a close friend of Koehler who had painted
his portrait. Wulling also was a member and president of the Minnesota Academy of
Science, another connection with Gale who was a long-time member and secretary. The
Evergreen Club, the honor society of musicians in Minneapolis, elected Wulling to the club
in recognition of his contrihutions to music.

31 Harlow S. Gale, Robert Koehler and the Art Leogue, printed tribute to Robert Koehler
at the time of his death (University of Minnesota Archives).

32 Ibid.

33 See Marcia G. Anderson, "Art for Life's Sake: The Handicraft Guild of Minneapolis,"
in Michael Conf0l1i, ed. Art and Life on the Upper Mississippi, 1890-1915, p. 122 (

34 MOlTis, ''The A11 of the People" from Hopes and Fcors for Art, 1882.

35 Also MOlTis's death, just three years after Gale arrived back in the United States, called
forth reevaluations of his ideas. A]gemon Lee, for example, wrote "William MOlTis on Art"
for TI1e Minnesota Magazine at that time.
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Notes to Chapter 4

1 Nicolas Slonimsky, cd., Baker's Biographical Dictionary ofMusicians, Fifth Ed., (New
York: G Schirmer, 1958) p. 1342.

2 "Music for Little People," The Minneapolis Journal, 12 October 1961.

3 His first compositions, Three Pieces for Piano (Barcarolle in F Minor, Nachtstlick in G
flat Major, and Scherzo-vivo in A Minor) were published in Leipzig by Bosworth and
Company and are instructional in nature as are most of his other works. See the List of
Works at the end of this chapter.

4 Minneapolis Journal, 4 June 1901, p. 7. The following quotations regarding Leipzig and
Gennan music are all taken from this source.

5 Elam Douglas Bomberger, "The German Musical Training of American Students, 1850
1900," University of Maryland Doctoral Dissertation, 1991. Chapter II of this admirable
study is devoted to the Leipzig Conservatory, the elite institution of Germany, the most
expensive, and the most conservative. Bomberger has shown that at the time of Gale's
stay, the American enrollment was at its peak and had just begun to decline a little.

6 Ibid., pp. 67-69.

7 The papers ran extensive coverage in the week proceeding. See the Minneapolis Times
for Sunday 26 February 1905 and the Minneapolis Journal for Saturday 25 February 1905.

8 Henry Wilson Savage (1859-1927), a realtor in Boston, had fanned several companies.
He organized his Parsifal company for the season of 1904-1905 in leading cities of the
nation. The Twin Cities had in the previous year experienced Parsifal in dramatic fonn by a
local company and as an "oratorio" for the Woman"s League by the New York Symphony
and eight soloists directed by Walter Damrosch. It was explained as a work of
"redemption" by Henrietta Boardman, a critic of the Minneapolis Journal in The Minnesota
Magazine, X (1904) pp. 288-292.

9 Minneapolis Sunday Times, 18 December 1905.

10 Minneapolis Sunday Times,S February 1905.

11 Minneapolis Journal, Saturday 11 March 1905. William Mentor Crosse, a native of
New Zealand and graduate of the Leipzig Conservatory, was resident in the Twin Cities for
a lengthy period up to his death in 1955. He was noted for such lectures and frequently
gave cycles of Beethoven compositions with commentary. He wrote a large number of
pedagogic pieces and served as examiner for S1. Agatha's Conservatory in S1. Paul and
Stanley Hall in Minneapolis. Rubin Goldmark (1872-1936), the nephew of opera
composer Karl Goldmark, was at this time a private teacher of piano and theory in New
York City. Later he became composition teacher at the Juilliard School where he taught a
number of the best-known American composers.
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Notes to Chapter 5

1 The Gopher, Yearbook of the Junior Class IXSlSl, University of Minnesota, p. 31.

2 Gale, "Ideals and Practice in a University. A Pedagogical Experiment," pp. 33-34. For
awhile, people sought a middle ground in spiritualism. After the initial "rappings" of the
Fox sisters in 1848 and Horace Greeley's puhlication of the event. helief in spirit
phenomena spread rapidly in the 1X50s and 1860s and included writers such as James
Fenimore Cooper, William Cullen Bryant, Harriett Beecher Stowe, William Lloyd
Garrison, and Rohert Owen. Several important government leaders and scientists joined the
movement. One of the most astute investigators of this phenomenon [Mary Farrell
Bednarowski, Nineteenth Century American Spiritualisrll. An Attempt at a Scientific
Religion, Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1Sl73J concluded: "When one looks
beneath the surface of Spiritualism, he finds not merely a faddish, sensational kind of
parlor entertainment. Spiritualism was a response, if rather a hizarre one, to the needs of
men in a society whose religious underpinnings were heing threatened hy a new religion
science." [po 3]

3 Mark Twain in characteristic fashion imagined a report to the Indianapolis Institute of
Applied Science concerning the alleged discovery of the North Pole which had to he judged
as to whether it was a miracle or a fact-"If it is a Miracle, any sort of evidence will
answer, hut if it is a Fact, proof is necessary." See Twain, "Official Report to the I.I.A.S."
The Twain family did not allow the puhlishing or many of Twain's opinions that leaned
toward the scientific.

4 Papers of the Minnesota Academy of Science (Minnesota Historical Society), folder on
the history of the organization, p. 3.

5 Ibid., p. 15. The simplified spelling of through is a typical Gale-ism.

6 Ibid., p. 6.

7 Gale, "The Function of Criticism in Education," The Minnesota Magazine. 3
(1896/1897), pp. 256-258.

8 Ibid., p. 257.

9 Gale, "Ideals and Practice," pp. 12-17.

10 Such appeals to the Board of Regents hy individual professors were not rare in those
days. See the Minutes of the Board of Regents which record many petitions hy faculty
members.

11 Kuna, "The Psychology of Advertising," p. Sl5. The summary ahove is drawn from
this work.

12 Ibid., p. 95.

13 Gale, "Ideals and Practice," pp. 40-41.

14 We know the details of his day from his own recital of them under the literary guise of
reporting on his friend "Ernst." an anthropologist, in Gale, 'The Professor's 'Office',"
Journal of Pedagogy (June lSl(2), pp. 2Sl5-311. Gale's compulsion to write ahout himself
arose partly from his opposition to the teaching methods of the day hut also from his own
interest in recording psychological details of the "life" which he knew so well. His own
extreme candor in publication of personal life made him almost impervious to any thought
that others might resist such descriptions of their own lives. His unt1attering view of Yale
and almost word-for--word transcriptions of his stormy interviews wIth President
Northrop are examples of what most people would not confide to paper.
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15 With characteristic brashness he had in 1898 sanctioned a questionnaire on religion to
be sent out under the imprint of the Department of Experimental Psychology of the
University of Minnesota asking such questions as "Do you believe in a personal God?" and
"Should the Bible be literally interpreted?" In 1902, he sent a letter of resignation to
Plymouth Congregational Church-a provocative step which could have been eased if he
had simply stopped attending without any further explanation.

16 There were several distinguished teachers in the interim, most notably, Karl Lashley.
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Notes to Chapter 6

1 Gale, "From Competition to Cooperation: An Individual Psychological Development,"
typescript in the University of Minnesota Archives, p. 6. In this essay develops his critique
of business and his conversion to socialism.

2 Ibid., pp. 10-12.

3 The magazine's acceptance my be judged by how many institutions till hold copies. The
Union List of Serials shows it is presently held in some 63 different places in the nation.

4 The correspondence with these writers can be found in the Edgar archives of the
Minnesota Historical Society and the Minneapolis Public Library.

5 Edgar had long been the guiding force of the Northwestern Miller, trade journal of the
world-wide flour industry of Minneapolis. By 1906, he determined to make something
more creative. As he said in his address to the Theta Sigma Phi convention, 23 June 1927,
"I used to yearn for a medium through which I could express my views and other less
specialized subjects that interested me: to dream dreams and have visions of the kind of
publication I someday hoped to have under my control." ['The Late Lamented Bellman" in
the Edgar Papers in the Minnesota Historical Society, p. 21

6 Edgar was the primary force behind the Minneapolis Club. See Edgar, William c.,
Staples, Loring M. and Doerr, Henry, Minneapolis Club: A Review of Its History,
(Minneapolis: Minneapolis Club, c. 1990).

7 The issues sold at 1O¢ a copy while subscriptions cost $4 per year making the journal
affordable by all classes but probably of interest only to the educated elite.

8 Masthead of The Bellman, initial issue, 21 July 1906, p. 5

9 The Bellman, 2 (26 January 19(7) p. 114, a somewhat delayed statement of principles.

10 Ibid.

11 For instance, an al1icle on American Music, The Bellman, vol. 2 (1907), pp. 14-16 on
Edgard Stillman Kelley, Louis Campbell Tipton, and Arthur Farwell (the latter composer a
native of S1. Paul) or one on the German National Musician's Association, vol. 8 (1910)
on the Tonktinstler Verein, p. 692.

12 The Bellman, vol. 6 (1909 on the opera season in New York.

13 See such articles as "Russian Dances and New Art" (vol. 20, p. 272), "Russia and
Music Builders" (vol. 20, p. 132, "New Music and Old Forms" (vol. 20, p. 154), "The
Seven AI'S and the Russian Dancers" (voL 22, p. 101), as well as articles on interpreters
such as Carrefio, Macbeth, Fremstad, Chaliapin, Farrar, Galli-Curci, etc. In Volume 23,
Carl Van Vechten began a series on the great singers in this golden age of opera in New
York.

14 Duluth Herald, 24 February 1938. He died of a sudden heart attack in Fresno,
California 12 June 1945 according to the State of California Death Certificate G 400, 45
039885 and was cremated there 2 days later. Robe11' s mother. Elizabeth Griggs Gale, lived
in the northwoods with her son and family until her death 12 October 1922 survived by her
2 sons and 1 daughter as well as by 13 grandchildren and 3 great grandchildren.

15 John K. Sherman, Music and Maestros (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1952),
p.12!. Mr. Sherman either had access to a file of the Daily Nnvs no longer extant or to
clippings that he had made. Only his own reviews occur in the material Sherman deposited
in the University of Minnesota Pedorming Arts Archive.
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16 Ibid.

17 Beethoven's Nine Symphonies and Other Works, prepared for the Beethoven Cycle of
the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra during their Twelfth Season. 1914-1915. Gale wrote
the introduction to this booklet and the program notes for the first five symphonies.

18 Ibid.

19 Emil Oberhoffer, the conductor of the symphony, however understood the need of only
gradually approaching the "severe things" praised in the Leipzig Gewandhaus.

20 He attributed the war mentality to the Prussians rather than to the cultivated Germans
whom he honored.

21 Harlow Gale, "The Fringe of a Universty," Pedagogical Seminary, 17 #2 (June 1920),
pp. 152-165. This al1icle contains thinly-disguised descriptions of retired professors of the
University of Minnesota.

22 Harlow Gale, "Musical Education," The Pedagogical SemJnary, vol. 24 #4 (December
1917), p. 504. This article also appeared in The Musical Quarterly, vol. 8 (1922), pp. 96
107.

23 Ibid., p. 514.

24 Harlow Gale, "Music for Men," typescript in the University of Minnesota Archives, p.
6, a set of articles published in the Minneapolis Times during late 1904 and early 1905
under the title Chat'; on Music.

25 A similar reluctance on the part of men to take an active role in church affairs led
pastors such as the Rev. Mr. Freeman of S1. Mark's Episcopal Church of Minneapolis to
embark in 1910 on a campaign to make church events "manly.' See the article on Stanley
Avery.

26 Ibid. pp. 6-7.

27 Ibid. p. 3.

28 Ibid. p. 8.

29 Willa Cather, "Escapism" written 17 April 1936 for The Commomveal.

30 Willa Cather, Prefatory Note to Not Under Forty, originally published in 1922 by A.
A. Knopf in New York, Reprint by the University of Nebraska Press, 1988.

31 See the Handbooks and Albums preserved by the Minnesota Hist0l1cal Society. Gale is
listed as a member and his picture occurs in several issues.

32 The Minnesota organization, founded in 1873 as an Academy of Natural Science, tried
at first to be a comprehensive group interested in all the sciences. The number of active
members remained quite small over the years and the space for their collections inadequate.
In 1884 Thomas B. Walker and Samuel Gale inaugurated a drive for a building housing the
academy, the Athenaeum collection of books, and the Public Library. To som~e extent~this
was accomplished but the space available was not sufficient for the academy and the hope
that Walker would provide a separate building was dashed when he decided to fund an art
museum instead of a science building.

33 Gale, a native son, helped in 1902 to organize a group of "the second generation of
pioneers of Minnesota for the pUl110se of cultivating an interest in the history and traditions
of pioneer days"33 and served once again as its frequent secretary. These Native Sons
enjoyed a banquet, a combined entel1ainment and convocation. once a year. At the second
meeting, for instance, Edward Chenery Gale, the son of Samuel, gave a toast to Father
Hennepin, Henry Adams a toast to Minnesota, Carl Van Cleve a toast to Saint Anthony,
and W. R. Hoag a toast to the daughters of Minnesota. The group sponsored picnics and
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outings to historic spots, celebrated the centenary of Fort Snelling [jointly with the
Hennepin County Territorial Pioneers and their president, James Stroud Bell of the
Washburn Crosby Flour Company] and placed commerative tablets at several sites. By
1919 the group seemed anachronistic in the new society that was coming into being and
they disbanded.

34 Harlow Gale, 'The Psychology of Native Sons," American Journal of Psychology,
vol. 30, #1 (January 1919), p. 38.

35 He resided at 1000 University Avenue Southeast in a building complex known as
Florence Court. His comparison with the Harvard House at Stratford-upon-Avon is quite
far-fetched.

36 Harlow Gale, "Music for Men," pp. 3-5.
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Appendix A

Alfred Mayhew Shuey
(Courtesy The Evergreen Cluo)

Alfred Mayhew Shuey was oorn l) April 1?-\47 at Hamilton, Ohio. "At the age of
fourteen, having displayed a love for music, he commenced the study of harmony,
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counterpoint and orchestration, and continued under the direction of Karl Merz at Oxford,
Ohio. 1 During this period of study of five consecutive years, he also studied the violin with
George Miller and the cornet with J. E. Newton, and reviewed hanTIony and studied the
pipe organ with the well-known organist, E. M. Bowman of St. Louis,2 the following
year."

"He moved to Minneapolis in June 1866 [then a town of 18,000 persons according to
Shuey]. One of the first musical events he took pmt in in Minneapolis was as first violin in
a small orchestra (12 instruments) which accompanied the rendition of "Queen Esther"
given in Harrison Hall, located on the North-east corner of Washington Avenue and
Nicollet, in the lime stone building still standing there (1921). He participated in other
musical events in the little town of Minneapolis during the sixties and was a member of the
executive committee which held the first "Minnesota Musical Convention" in Minneapolis,
November 3rd, 4th, and 5th, 1869." .

"In 1871, he took part in various musical events, some of which were given in
Association Hall located over the market house then situated on the Northwest corner of
Hennepin Avenue and First St., the building heing owned by Harlow A. Gale. He was
also engaged during this year as organist at Plymouth Congregational Church then located
on Nicollet Avenue and 4th Street and now (1921) located at Nicollet Avenue and 19th St."

"In 1872 he organized the "Minneapolis Musical Society" consisting of an orchestra of
eighteen pieces, mostly amateurs, playing first horn. This was the first orchestra ever
organized in Minneapolis for concert and was ahly directed hy Ludwig Harmsen [18
instrumentalists under J. B. Blodgett]."

This was followed by the Weinhurg orchestra organized in 1875, the Orchestral Union
[22 instrumentalists] which later under Ludwig Harmsen gave 4 concerts a season in 1876
1878. [Sections in quotation marks taken from the Old Log Book of The Evergreen Club].
John K. Sherman in Music and Maestros discusses the emergence of the Minneapolis
Symphony after these early attempts.

Shuey served as organist of Plymouth Congregational Church 1868-1875 during the
time of the Old Plymouth Quartet. From there he moved to St. Mark's Episcopal Church
which he served 1875-1896. He resigned from the latter position in 1895 when "the
financial manager of a church pronounces the decree that expenses must be reduced, the
direction of the choir is the first in which the leveling axe falls." [Minneapolis Tribune. 5
April 1896, a lengthy article upon Shuey and his retirement from which the following
accounts have been extracted]. He was prevailed upon to remain one more year. He
employed some of the finest local singers but in addition, visiting soloists such as Emma
Abbott, Alfred Wilkie, W. H. MacDonald, and Marie Stone of the old Boston Ideal Opera
Company-an indication that there was an element of "entertainment" in church music. He

1 Karl Merz (1836-1890), a Gem1an immigrant to Ohio. He first went to Philadelphia in
1854 but in 1861 became the music director of Oxford Female College, Ohio. He was a
noted contributor to Brainerd's Musical World. In 1882 he assumed the directorship of the
Music Department of Wooster University, Ohio. He was both composer and writer on
music. His library "became the basis of the musical collection of the Camegie Institute of
Pittsburgh." See Waldo Selden Pratt and Charles N. Boyd. cds., Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians. American Supplem.ent. (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, 1920), pp.
291-292.
2 Edward Morris Bowman (1848-1913) studied in New York before going to 51. Louis,
He took leave of S1. Louis to study in Berlin with distinguished teachers including Carl
Fliederich Weitzmann whose Manual qjMllsical Theory he assembled from his notes. He
worked for shorter periods of time with Guilmant in Paris and Bridge in London. He was
the first American to become an Associate of the Royal College of Organists, five times
president of the National Music Teachers Association. an early professor of music at
Vassar College, and a founder of the American Guild of OrganisL';
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had a quartet of soloists but for the special occasions of the church sometimes had a choir
of as manv as 60 voices.

In his early years at Plymouth Church, he played an organ which was only the second
installed in town. He conducted the musical criticism for the Minneapolis Tribune, one
reason for the generous article accorded him. Shuey played seven instl·uments. One finds
him in many guises in his scrapbook which is preserved in the Minneapobs Room of the
MInneapolis Public Ubrary.

List of Works

MnM = Minneapolis Public
Lihrary
MHS =Minnesota Historical
Society

Choral Works

Ms. or Title Dedication & Date For Loca
Print Publisher tion

Ms Agnus Dei & Dona Nobis score mixed voices MnM
Pr Blessed be the Lord (Benedictus) # 73 of Mo!ineux Quartette mixed voices & MnM

Choir Series. 1889 kevhoard
Pr Deus Misereatur # 37 of Molineux Quartette mixed voices & MnM

Choir Series. 1886 kevboard
Pr Festival Jubilate in A Flat Cincinnati: Church. 1881 mixed voices MnM
Pr Festival Te Deum (We Praise # 8722 of Oliver Ditson Soprano & MnM

Thee, Comp<U1Y's Sacred Selections Bass
o God) arr. from Mozart's Magic 96th series. 1895 Solos, 2
Flute To Mr. A. W. Porter Sopranos and

Alto Trio.
Mixed Chorus
&
Keyhoard

Pr Gloria Patri in F two settings Mixed Chorus
# 42 of Molineux Choir & Keyhoard
Folio

Pr Guide Me 0 Thou Great Jehovah # 47 of Mo!ineux Choir Alto Solo MnM
Folio. 1886 Mixed Chorus

& Keyhoard
Pr Hear Us 0 Father # 38 of Molineux Choir Mixed Chorus MnM

Folio. 1886 & Kevboard
Pr Holy Father, Great Creator # 80 of Molineux Choir Mixed Chorus MnM

Folio. 1890 & Keyboard
Dedicated to Mrs. Kat1lerine
L. Fisk, Chicago

Pr Kyrie (Responses to the # 43 of Mo!ineux Quartette Mixed Chorus MnM
Commandment, ) Choir Series. 1896 & Kevboard

Ms Kyrie Eleison from Mass in E Flat score mixed voices & MnM
piano
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Pr Lead Kindly Light # 49 of Molineux Choir Mixed Chorus MnM

IFolio, 1887 May he sung
without
accomp,miment

Ms Lord's Prayer, The and Responses score mixed voices MnM
Ms Mass in E Flat score mixed voices MnM
Ms Mass in F score, UN3 mixed voices & MnM

org,Ul or piano
Ms Mass in F score & 14 parts for chorus chorus & orch. MnM

& orch.
Pr Te Deum (from Mass in F) # 1735 of John Church Co. Quartet solos & MnM

by A. M. Shuey, organist of Cincinnati, 1895 Mixed voices
St. Mark's Church, Minneapolis
To Mr. W. Southwick, New York

Pr o Little Town of Bethlehem # (i8 of Lorenz Octavo Alto or Bass MnM
Anthems. 1895 Solo, Mixed

Chorus

Orchestral Works

Ms Apres Midi 23 parts string orchestra MnM
& bells with
prelude for
wood\vinds &
strings

Ms Camel Rider, The score & 17 parts song with MnM
Words by W. D. Allen orch. accomp.

Ms First Regiment Grand March 16 orch. parts orch. MnM
'lIT. hv H. H. Thiele

Ms Idyl score & parts for 3 nutes & orch. MnM
oboe

Ms Largo score orch. MnM
Ms Meditation (Albumblatt) score & 14 parts orcll. MnM
Ms Scene Pastorale 21 orch. parts orch. MnM

Keyboard Works

Pr Angelus, The Minneapolis: Schmitt, 1914 MnM
Pr Cantilcna Chicago: Gmnble Hinged org,m MnM

Music. 1917
Ms Overture score, 1888 piano MnM
Pr Vision, A Minneapolis: Schmitt, 1914 piano MnM
Ms Zuhrah Patrol March for piano, score piano MnM

Band Works

Ms Belle Gavotte, La 31 parts b,md MnM
'lIT. bv Oscar Ringwall

Ms First Regiment Grand March 27 parts militarv band MnM
Ms Great Jehovah score for h,md band MnM
Ms Idyl score. 'lIT. bv Oscar Ring\\',ul militarv band MnM
Ms Overture "Festivlli" score & 32 pmts, 1889 band MnM

'lIT. hv Oscar Ringwall
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Ms Scene Pastorale 23 parts b,md MnM
'UT. bv J. T. Hall

Ms Zuhrah Patrol March score b,md MnM

Vocal Works

Pr Greatlehovall. The Minneapolis: Schmitt. 1904 voice & piano MnM
Words bv M. P. Smith

Ms Redeemed score, low voice voice & MnM
Words by M. P. Smith kevboard

Pr Shepherds, The # 880 of Molineux Collection voice & 1MuM
of Christmas Music, 1889 keyboard (or as

unison chorus) I
Pr Sleep. Little One, Sleep 1'.1innapolis: Schmitt, 1899 voice & piano 1'.1nM

Words by Eugene Field Issued as one of Three
Lullal)"','s IA Norse Lullabv)

Pr Wynken, Blynken ,Uld Nod Minneapolis: Schmitt, 1899 voice & piano MnM
Word~ by Eugene Field Issued as one of Three
[also called Three Little Lullabvs (A Dutch Lullaby)
Fishermen]
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Appendix B

The Careers of Two Quartette Singers

C. Ellis Fisher (from the Old Log Book of the Minneapolis Evergreen
Club)

While born in Maine which entitles C. Ellis Fisher to appellation of being a MAINElTE,
and to the sagacity which these cousins of Scotland have, he soon moved to Milford,
Massachusetts, where he was raised, and received his early education. He did not have any
musical education however nor, outside of a natural love for music, inherit any musical
instincts. He was gifted with a good speaking voice of the bass timbre and a Mr. Wight,
who was organist and choir master at the Baptist Church in Milford heard him speak and
felt that he could become a singer. He prevailed upon him to take up as a recreation singing
and after giving a year to the fundamentals of the voice. he loved it so much that he began
studying with Mrs. Kimball, a Boston teacher who came to Milford once a week. Later he
moved to Worcester and entered the department store of Denholm and McKay, where he
was assistant buyer of Toilet Articles and leather goods and there remained until he was
called as buyer to William Donaldson & Company of Minneapolis as buyer of Drugs,
Jewelry, Candies 1889-1924, when he resigned to enter into husiness on his own account.
He studied under Clarence Hay of Boston. a leading haritone of that day and, from then
on, sang in Church quartets at the Universalist Church, Worcester, until he left for
permanent residence in Minneapolis (Mr Fisher's early association with the Worcester
Festival under Carl Zerrahn and having sung in the quartet with Mrs. Merrill who was a
sister of A. M. Shuey introduced him to the musical life in Minneapolis) and thereafter
successively in quartets: First Baptist Church, five years at Plymouth Congregational, five
years at Universalist and four years at Westminister. During this long period he did much
work as basso in oratorio and secular works and was always a willing worker in anvthing
which was for musical up-huild in Minneapolis and was frequently caIled upon because at'
his musicianship and because of the heautiful quality of his singing-hass.3

3 Fisher was also a mainstay of The Philharmonic Club where he booked famous artists
and helped promote the fOlll1ation of the Minneapolis Symphony. See the Old Log Book
of the Evergreen Club. article on Fisher.
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George W. Buckingham (from the Old Log Book of the Minneapolis
Evergreen Club)

With the settling of George W. Buckingham's voice into a tenor, his first musical effort
was in St Mark's Episcopal Church in Southeast Washington, D.C. but he remained there
only a short time, receiving and accepting an offer from Sl. Peter's Catholic Church. About
a year later he was tendered the position in St. John's Church, which is one of the oldest in
Washington, located on H St. NW opposite the White I-louse and attended by a wealthy
and cultured people. During his three years in this choir he determined to follow the call of
Music and studied under Dr. E. S. Kimball then regarded as the foremost teacher of voice
in Washington. He participated in many musical affairs and started his professional career
like many others by appearing in Pinafore and other light operas.

When twenty-two years old he arrived in New York City and on the day of arrival was
engaged as tenor soloist in the vested choir of that famous old church on Varick St on the
lower West side of New York called St John's. Formerly located in a residential district,
even at this time the near-by property in Trinity Parish was fast giving way to immense
warehouses. Mr. Buckingham was fortunate in securing such a position for the choir
master was George F. LaJuene, the gifted English choir master, exceptionally capable and
well-versed in Hymnology and the tradition of the oratorio. As the choirmaster of several
other churches in Brooklvn and nearbv cities it was Mr LaJeune' s custom to take members
of St John's Choir to these different 'churches for Vespers and Sunday evening services
and many of the boys under his efficient training had developed remarkable qualities in tone
production and in sight reading. It was during this period that the vested choir of St John's
was engaged for Vesper service at the Church of the Holy Spirit and the only regular
member of the choir of that church who was retained for this service was Whitnev
Mockridge, then regarded as the leading oratorio tenor of the day. Mr. Mockridge soon felI
into the habit of dividing the solo work at these services \\/ith Mr. Buckingham whose
work was so satisfactory that as a result he \\/as soon doing most of the solo work.

During this period he was also engaged by Dockstader's Minstrels who were playing
regularly on Broadway. Leaving Dockstader after one season he went on the road with
Rice-Sheppard Gause Minstrels but, as the company was not successful. he returned to
Dockstader. The well-known tenor. William Rieger. succeeded him after his first
engagement with Dockstader, and upon his return, he succeeded the well-known lyric
tenor, Harry Pepper. who taught in Minneapolis one summer. He was a member of the
Acme Male Quartet known for years upon the road as the best male quartet in the theatrical
business appearing with the "Two Sisters" and a companion piece of 'The Old Homestead"
under the ownership and management of Denman Thompson, the "Uncle Josh" which
appeared through the northern states from coast to coast. While a member of this quartet it
was Mr. Buckingham's pleasure to appear every summer with Gilmore's band at
Manhattan Beach several times for three seasons and alvvays was included in the program
for "Jubilee Week."

While playing in Minneapolis, Mr Buckingham was induced to give up his road work
and was engaged by Westminster Church, where he sang for eight years, giving up music
professionally to take a traveling position with the American Tobacco CO.4

4 Old Log Book of the Evergreen Club, article on Buckingham. See further in the Log Book:
George Albert Anderson, George Oliver BrO\vn, Emmet P. Browning, Charles Nathaniel
Chadbum, Frank H. Forbes, Alfred Roper, Henry Arthur Stuart, William S. Marshall and others.
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Appendix C

Gale's Outline of his Course in the Psychology of Music

A Course of Ten Lectures on THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC will heuiven at the Johnson
School of Music on Monday afternoons, at 4 o'clock hy Harlow Gale, psychologist at the
University of Minnesota, author of "What People get from Music," in MUSIC for January
1901; "Johannes Brahms," in the CRITIC for December ]901, "Music in a University," in
the MINNESOTA MAGAZINE for Novemher and December 1895, "An Ontogenetic Music
Development" in the same for April 1902. Subscriptions to the course $2, to students of the
Johnson School of Music $1, single lectures, 50 cents and 25 cents.

1. How WE HEAR. Shown hy means of models of the car & brain; also the real ear hones
and cochlea on a specially prepared human skull; Jocalization of hearing & pitch in the
brain; their connection with the other senses and with the motor & association centers: thus
the knowledge, feeling, & motor function of hearing.
2. QUALITY OF TONES. How we perceive different kinds of tones & have pleasure in
them; overtones or harmonics shown & heard on cello stings & organ; combination tones.
3. QUANTITY OF TONE. Pleasure & pain at extreme limits in nature. speech, & music as
caused by the law of usefulness; intermediate variations in pleasure caused hy law of
association; close dependence of music on speech.
4. RHYTHM. Fundamental "rhythm of motion" in nature (Spencer); in gracefulness,
speech, poetry, & music; instinctive pleasure: even & odd accents, their genesis; musical
examples of 5 &7 rhythms: syncopation & bold; in the grouping of bars, themes, &
movements; experimental rhythm piano.
5. PITCH & MELODY. Their character & pleasure as based in speech: our own & other
scales; different qualities on the intervals of the scale (Tonic Sol Fa system).
6. HARMONY. Based on the elimination of beats or dissonance; shown by electric tuning
forks, cello & organ: pure intonation vs. our system of temperament, shown in
experimental organ; comparison of all possible combinations of two tones & three tones
within an octave.
7. "FORM". Its analysis into pleasure in novelty. similarity, & contrast thm subjects,
repeats, development, variations, sonata, free forms like intermezzo, string quarteL &
symphony; simplicity & similarity to same elements in literature & pamting.
8. SONG. Function of music with poetry is to heighten the ideas & emotions of the poem
more than speech would do: analysis of songs of the Omaha Indians, of Schubert,
Schumann, & Brahms.
9. OPERA & MUSIC-DRAMA. Historical development & comparative functions in the
relations of the drama & music; Wagner vs. Italian opera: analysis of Parsifal.
10. HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATIONS. How much these add to the musical
composition of mere tones: quantity as well as quality in a composer: examples from
songs, chamber music & the Ninth Symphony. The personal associations from the life of
the hearer: the final ethical function of music as in literature.)

5 TypesClipt in the Gale papers, University of Minnesota Archives
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Appendix D

Gale's summary of his design for university music education

1. Hearing the Best Music in large quantities. in frequent repetitions, in heavy doses of
one composer, that his individuality may be stamped on the hearers, and as an antidote to
the amusement idea. Let the music, above all, be first selected, and then the best available
musicians to prepare it. Chamber Music presents the highest qualities and greatest purity
from viI1uosity until an orchestra is available for the Symphonies.
2. Students' Participation in this music for the better knowledge of it. Chorus work also
with this distinct aim. Playing singly, four-handed, and in groups of two, three, four, etc.,
at piano, Symphony arrangements and Chamber Music literature. To do this in a wide
reaching and permanent way require some sort of a
3. University Musical Socierj" with a library of music, rooms, and instruments for the
encouragement of this first-hand knowledge of Instrumental and Vocal Musical Literature.
For the direction of this and the professional Concerts is needed a
4. Professor of Music of the highest type: a man of genuine culture and of most serious
experience in music. For on him will depend the whole character of the music in the
University, because the "best" and "classic" music is not an absolute and tangible quality
and quantity, but is only sifted out by actual knowledge through a wide and patient
experience. He would also give the
5. Lectures on the Theory ofMusic and History (~fMusic and Composers: stimulating to a
study of the original authorities themselves. He could give something of a Science of Music
or encourage the providing of such work in the departments of Physics, Physiology or
Psychology. Lastly, if it seemed advisable, he could provide and supervise the
6. Instrumental and Vocal Instruction through the highest classed teachers possibly to be
obtained; guarding it jealously against mere accomplishment, and conscientiously making it
the unobtrusive condition of the closest access to the great Masters.(j

Note: Gale's ideas strongly in11uenced Carlyle Scott when he planned the music building of
the University of Minnesota in 1921. One of the central rooms was a library fashioned
closely after the Gale plan. The seriousness of instruction desired by Gale was also can-ied
forth in the work of Scott and Donald Ferguson.

6 Gale, "Music in a University-II," pp. 117-118.
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Appendix E

List of Warks of Robert Gri~~s Gale
~'''-

Fam = Gale Family
Mrs. Susan E. Starwalt
4343 Orchard Avenue
San Diego. California 92107

Piano

Ms. or Title Dedication & Date [<or Location
Print Publisher

Pr Drei Klavierstucke Leipzig: Bosworth & Co. Piano solo Fam
1) Barcarolle in F Minor
2) Nachtsttick in G-t1at Major
3) Scherzo-Vivo in A Minor

Nos. 1 and 3 played by Gustavus
Johnson, 8 June 1905

Ms Scheno Leipzig. 1901 Piano solo Fam
Pr La Princesse, Valse Brilliante Boston: B. F. Wood Pi,U1o solo Fam

pour Piano Printed by C G. Rodcr ,
GmhH
Leipzig

Pr Tone Pastels Minneapolis: Paul A. Piano solo Fam
Schmitt

Pr Three Little Pieces for Minneapolis: Paul A. Piano solo Fam
Beoinners Schmllt

Ms Humoresque Piano solo Fam
Meditation
Capricietto (Capricciosol
Played by Carlyle Scott,
18 June 190!\

Ms The Major, a March Fam
Ms Nite Piece for Piano Piano solo Fam
Ms Dance Piquant Piano solo Fam

Dance Grotesque
Ms At Twili2ht Fam
Ms Katadin Waltzes F,lil

Vocal

Ms I Have Loved Thee Long Voice & piano Fmn
Sung by Mrs. William Herbert
Dale. 8 June 1906

Ms Cradle Song "Motl1er Love" 20 Sept 1905 Voice & piano Fam
words by Marian Clarke
Sung by Mrs. William Herbert
Dale. 8 June 1906

Ms Rube and the Coon Voice & piano Fmn
Words bv W. S. McWade

Ms Little Folks Calendar Voice & piano Farn
Words bv Clifford Howard

Ms Parted "If We Should Meet" Voice & piano Fam
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Ms Kate Words amI Music lw Lord Bob Voice & piano Fam
Ms Dos Automobiles Music by Lord Bob Voice & piano Fam

Text bv Irving H.. White
Ms The Wind Voice & piano Fam

Text bv Katherine Pvle
Ms Did You Ever Song and DAnce Voice & piano Fmn

Text hv Adahli Sutton Music hv Lord Bob
Ms Crossing the Bar Bass Baritone Fam

Words hv Tennvson & piano
Ms Sabbath at the Heart of Things Voice & piano Fam
Ms So, So, Rock a Bye Bahy Voice & piano Fam

Words bv Eugene Fields
Ms Clovers Voice & piano Fam

Text bv Helen Leeming Jellitte
Ms Easter Song Voice & piano

"Alone with Thee"
Sung by Mrs. Willi,Ull Herbert
Dale. 8 June 1906

Violin and Piano

Ms Impromptu Violin & piano Fam
Ms Stuck Violin & piano Fam
Ms Fraament Violin & piano Fmn
Ms Allegro Violin. Cello F,Ull

& piano

Cello and Piano
Ms Sonata for Cello Cello & piano I Fam

First movement played by Carlo

IFischer and Carlyle Scott. 17 June
1904

Vocal Ensemble

Ms UofM Ma1c quartet Fanl
Ms A Musical Litany Performed at the First Mixed solo Fam

"Bell of Atli" Unitarian Society as p,u't of quartet
Words by Longfellow 'The a hum,Ule benefit for animals. Mixed chorus
Sicilian's Tale" from his Tales of See Minneapolis Times, Female chorus
a Wayside Inn 12 March 1905 Baritone &

Alto
Solo
Or!2:cUl
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